








From:         Rick Smith <rick.smith@axon.com>

To:           carrmr@urbanaillinois.us

Bcc:          carrmr@urbanaillinois.us

Date:         2020-04-09 11:34

Subject:      COVID Protective Gear Assistance

I wanted to reach out with a few time-sensitive updates:

1. We are using our supply chain to source and donate over 1 million medical masks for first responders (along with thousands of gallons of hand sanitizer). Sign

up at www.axon.com/COVID and let us know what supplies you need.

2. We have also made our Axon Citizen mobile data collection platform available to all public safety agencies through 2020. This enables officers to send text or

email links to members of the public to submit photos, videos or other evidence. We are including all of the digital evidence sharing tech to share with courts,

prosecutors, etc. as well. Purpose is to enable greater social distancing and avoid need to meet up in person to collect digital files. Info is at

www.Axon.com/JoinForces

3. I am hosting a CEO roundtable on the topic of ALPR next Tuesday, April 14 to gather input for our AI Ethics Board to help inform their best practices

recommendations on privacy and data handling. I will also be reviewing some of our product roadmap and our new partnership on fixed ALPR cameras. We really

want to make sure law enforcement experts are engaged in the process so that the Board’s best practices recommendation isn’t unevenly weighted in favor of

activist groups who tend to be very vocal, and very engaged. If you could encourage your ALPR experts in house to join, it would be super helpful. Link to

register: https://go.pardot.com/e/636291/ster-WN-b9o2RS2KT3epbJsTNI0F3w/423sjd/1304070945?h=AIg6oN2h6dK4WAcKK8QvtNeo9AEbswY9bMGjkTqnN3A

Don’t hesitate to reach out to me or any member of your team here at Axon if there’s anything else we can do to be supportive during the crisis.

Stay safe,

Rick

Rick Smith

CEO & Founder

Axon

Axon Enterprise, Inc. | 17800 N. 85th St. | Scottsdale, AZ 85255-6311, USA

Your privacy is important to us. You are receiving this email either because you are a customer of Axon or because you have opted in to receive communications

from us. If you prefer not to receive updates, you can unsubscribe here. The ‘Delta Axon’ logo, Axon Citizen and Axon are trademarks of Axon Enterprise, Inc.,

some of which are registered in the US and other countries.

All Rights Reserved. © 2020 Axon Enterprise, Inc.

Privacy Policy

Contact Us

Unsubscribe



From: Rick Smith <rick.smith@axon.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2020-04-09 11:35

Subject: COVID Protective Gear Assistance



I wanted to reach out with a few time-sensitive updates:

1. We are using our supply chain to source and donate over 1 million medical

masks for �rst responders (along with thousands of gallons of hand sanitizer).

Sign up at www.axon.com/COVID and let us know what supplies you need.

2. We have also made our Axon Citizen mobile data collection platform available

to all public safety agencies through 2020. This enables o�cers to send text or

email links to members of the public to submit photos, videos or other evidence.

We are including all of the digital evidence sharing tech to share with courts,

prosecutors, etc. as well. Purpose is to enable greater social distancing and avoid

need to meet up in person to collect digital �les. Info is at

www.Axon.com/JoinForces

3. I am hosting a CEO roundtable on the topic of ALPR next Tuesday, April 14 to

gather input for our AI Ethics Board to help inform their best practices

recommendations on privacy and data handling. I will also be reviewing some of

our product roadmap and our new partnership on �xed ALPR cameras. We really

want to make sure law enforcement experts are engaged in the process so that the

Board’s best practices recommendation isn’t unevenly weighted in favor of activist

groups who tend to be very vocal, and very engaged. If you could encourage your

ALPR experts in house to join, it would be super helpful. Link to

register: https://go.pardot.com/e/636291/ster-WN-b9o2RS2KT3epbJsTNI0F3w

/423sjd/1304113455?h=0WsGiSjhIHLftgY3hYQOQF6b9HPySajKFEFI-xzG2AE

Don’t hesitate to reach out to me or any member of your team here at Axon if there’s

anything else we can do to be supportive during the crisis.

Stay safe,

Rick

Rick Smith

CEO & Founder

Axon



Your privacy is important to us. You are receiving this email either because you are a customer

of Axon or because you have opted in to receive communications from us. If you prefer not to

receive updates, you can unsubscribe here. The ‘Delta Axon’ logo, Axon Citizen and Axon are

trademarks of Axon Enterprise, Inc., some of which are registered in the US and other countries.

All Rights Reserved. © 2020 Axon Enterprise, Inc.

Privacy Policy

Contact Us

Unsubscribe



From:         "Heldman, Cassandra" <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-04-21 14:58

Subject:      FW: ILEAS Updates

 

 

From: jrpage@ileas.org <jrpage@ileas.org>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 2:07 PM

To: Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: ILEAS Updates

 

Sheriffs, Chiefs, Commanders:

A few of things ---

ISP Director Kelly Statewide LE Call

Illinois State Police will be hosting a follow-up conference call on Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 4:00 P.M.  This call

is designed for Chiefs, Sheriffs, Prosecutors and law enforcement executives. Please do not share the call-in details

with media or those without a need to know. The call-in information is as follows:

                               

                        

 If you would like to ask questions, please join the chat room at the below link, use your first and last name and

agency you represent when entering as a guest.  Non-identifiable names, aliases or “handles” will be removed

from the chat room.  

 

NARCAN Program Expansion

On April 8, 2020, ILEAS received a renewed grant from the IL. Department of Public Health to expand the 

NARCAN program.  In the last several months, ILEAS and IDPH staff have worked thru data from a statewide 

survey and from a variety of IDPH information.  That analysis added 26 counties to the original 18 counties 

located in South Central Illinois. Click here for a map showing the new counties. It is also posted on the ILEAS 

home page.   Law enforcement agencies in these new counties will now have the opportunity to receive NARCAN 

(at no cost).  Officers and deputies will also have access to the ILEAS NARCAN online training.  Questions about



this expansion can be directed to Bill DeJarnette at whdejarnette@ileas.org

 

Regional Law Enforcement Support Centers

Just a reminder that the Regional Law Enforcement Support Centers are still active and available to assist you and

your agency in any way during this COVID19 situation.  The Support Centers have ILEAS RPCs, ISP command

officers, National Guard representatives and have access to Dept. of Corrections staff as well.  So far, the Support

Centers have logged approximately 160 calls for service.  Any agency, regardless of ILEAS membership, can

utilize the Support Centers.  The Support Centers' contact info in on your ILEAS web page.  

ILETSB Policy and Guidance

ILETSB recently released two documents regarding training during the COVID19 situation. One is entitled

"ILETSB Special Policies Regarding COVID19” and the other is “ILETSB COVID19 In-Service Guidance

4-16-20.”  Both documents can be found on your ILEAS page in the COVID19 box under the Federal and State

Guidance category.  There are a lot of other resources there as well. 

 

EPIC License Plate Reader Info

ILEAS has been asked by the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) to send the following message to our

membership. 

"EPIC is responsible for the administration of DEA's Nationwide License Plate Reader Program (NLPRP).  We

are interested in identifying local Illinois police agencies that currently operate LPR systems.  Our goal is to

execute data sharing agreements in order to have access to the data they collect.  This is not intended to be a

one-way flow of information as all sworn law enforcement personnel may utilize DEA’s NLPRP system either

through the EPIC Watch or through the DEA Special Intelligence Link (DEASIL).  Does your agency currently

operate either fixed or mobile LPR systems?  If so, would you please identify a POC to discuss a potential data

sharing agreement? The POC for EPIC is Director James Reed. He can be contacted at (915) 760-2011 or via

email at james.r.reed@usdoj.gov.  For more information, two informational fliers.  I have more information that I

can send anyone that wants to know more. Just let me know and I will send it to you."

 

As always, stay safe!

Jim Page



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "Beaty, Elizabeth" <esbeaty@urbanaill

              inois.us>

Date:         2020-04-30 14:54

Subject:      Parking Enforcement and LPR - Budget Follow Up

Attachments:   Memo for Parking Ticket Revenue Analysis.docx

I am forwarding a memo Beth prepared related to parking enforcement revenues and the LPR proposal for the budget. Please review and I will schedule a time for a

follow up conversation.

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

 

From:  Beaty, Elizabeth <esbeaty@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Thursday, April 30, 2020 2:30 PM

To:  Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  RE: Re: Parking Revenue vs. Personnel Costs

 

               Revised memo with additional savings added to last paragraph is attached.

 

               Beth

 

From:  Beaty, Elizabeth

Sent:  Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:59 AM

To:  Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Re: Parking Revenue vs. Personnel Costs

 

Elizabeth,

 

Attached is the information you asked me to provide to you to be discussed during our meeting later on today. The memo attached summarizes the

information provided in the attached Excel worksheets and information regarding LPR in the memo was provided in the original quote from AIMS, as well as

from the conversations I had yesterday with our mobile payment and parking software vendors.

 

Elizabeth (Beth) S. Beaty

Administrative Services Manager | Finance Department

esbeaty@urbanaillinois.us | urbanaillinois.us



 

City of Urbana | 400 South Vine Street

Urbana, IL  61801 | (217) 384-2356

 

 

 



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "Beaty, Elizabeth" <esbeaty@urbanaill

              inois.us>

Date:         2020-04-30 14:56

Subject:      Parking Enforcement / LPR

 



From:         "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-04-30 15:15

Subject:      Accepted: Parking Enforcement / LPR

 



From:         "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-05-01 08:50

Subject:      Accepted: Parking Enforcement / LPR

The body of this message is not printable. It is of type 'application/octet-stream'.



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "Beaty, Elizabeth" <esbeaty@urbanaill

              inois.us>

Date:         2020-05-11 08:47

Subject:      Parking Enforcement / LPR

Attachments:   Memo for Parking Ticket Revenue Analysis.docx

 



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "Beaty, Elizabeth" <esbeaty@urbanaill

              inois.us>

Date:         2020-05-11 09:09

Subject:      Parking Enforcement / LPR

Attachments:   Memo for Parking Ticket Revenue Analysis.docx

Elizabeth Hannan is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.

 

Topic: Parking Enforcement / LPR

Time: May 11, 2020 10:00 AM Central Time (US and Canada)

 

Join Zoom Meeting

 

Meeting ID: 

Password

One tap mobile

+13126266799, # US (Chicago)

+19292056099, # US (New York)

 

Dial by your location

       +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)

       +1 929 205 6099 US (New York)

       +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)

       +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)

       +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)

       +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Meeting ID: 

Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kT5qOALlH



From:         "Beaty, Elizabeth" <esbeaty@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois

              .us>; "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanai

              llinois.us>

Date:         2020-05-11 14:25

Subject:      Re:  LPR Addition Costs - e-Citation

Attachments:   LPR System w e-Cite Quote 051120.pdf

Good afternoon,

 

A revised LPR quote, which includes an e-Citation module and annual support costs is attached. The previous quote was for $56,445 year 1, and $10,000 for ongoing

support years 2-5. With e-Citation, the new quote is $57,945 year 1, and $11,500 for ongoing support years 2-5. I would also like to point out that with e-Citation, we

can expect an increase in postage expenses. How much of an increase would depend on our ability to either mail or email the initial citation. There would be some

cost savings in printing costs (e.g. ticket stock, envelopes, etc.). Please let me know if you have any other questions.

 

Thank you,

 

Elizabeth (Beth) S. Beaty

Administrative Services Manager | Finance Department

esbeaty@urbanaillinois.us | urbanaillinois.us

City of Urbana | 400 South Vine Street

Urbana, IL  61801 | (217) 384-2356

 

 

 



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Ho, Don" <dqho@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-07-22 13:19

Subject:      License Plate Recognition

Attachments:   image001.jpg

Rich – We are planning to implement LPR for parking enforcement. This will make the whole process more efficient and help us to reduce staffing.

 

 

 

Just let me know if we need to discuss.

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Ho, Don" <dqho@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-07-22 14:58

Subject:      RE: License Plate Recognition

Attachments:   image001.jpg

. I am here if you

want to pop in.

From: Hannan, Elizabeth

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:19 PM

To: Surles, Richard

Cc: Ho, Don

Subject: License Plate Recognition

Rich – We are planning to implement LPR for parking enforcement. This will make the whole process more efficient and help us to reduce staffing.

Just let me know if we need to discuss.

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-07-23 11:47

Subject:      LPR and Privacy

Attachments:   image001.jpg

Carol – 

 

 

 

Do you have any other thoughts on this before I reach out to Bill?

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

 



From:         "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-07-23 13:53

Subject:      RE: LPR and Privacy

Attachments:   image001.jpg

No – your approach sounds good. Thanks.

 

From: Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:47 AM

To: Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: LPR and Privacy

 

Carol – 

 

 

 

Do you have any other thoughts on this before I reach out to Bill?

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

 



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-08-12 15:58

Subject:      FW: Urbana parking solutions

Attachments:   image208236.png

I’ll let you forward if you want or just delete…I am deleting mine…J

 

 

From:  Tailore Holder <Tailore.Holder@t2systems.com>

Sent:  Wednesday, August 12, 2020 3:55 PM

To:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Re: Urbana parking solutions

 

Hi Bryant,

 

I just left you a voicemail, but thought I'd shoot you an email as well. Just wanted to learn a little more about the

parking there and see if we might be able to help you all. Whether you're looking at adding paid parking,

increasing enforcement, or collecting on unpaid parking citations, T2 Systems can help.

 

Looking forward to hearing from you!

 

 

Best, 

 

Tailore 

 



Tailore Holder
SALES DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTATIVE

Direct: 317■524■2148

Toll Free: 800■434■1502

T2Systems.com

Indianapolis, IN 46240

LET US KNOW HOW WE'RE DOING

On Jul 29, 2020 9:20 AM, "Tailore Holder" <tailoreholder@t2systems.com> wrote:

Hi Bryant,

 

Looking to generate revenue and improve operational efficiencies in your parking operation? T2 Systems has

done this for over 300 municipalities from coast to coast with our industry leading solutions.

 

Increasing enforcement efficiency with LPR, implementing a permit program, and adding or upgrading your

paid parking with pay stations, including contactless payment options, are all ways our customers are serving

their communities safely and generating revenue.

 

Want to start capturing lost revenue? Click the link below to schedule a quick call to learn more!

 

Book a meeting with Tailore Holder

 

 

Best, 

 



Tailore 

Disclaimer

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive

it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distr bution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is

strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service

(SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find

out more Click Here.



From:         "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-09-04 15:49

Subject:      LPR data and privacy

Attachments:   image001.jpg

Rich – 

 

I’m going to push that along quickly so we can order the equipment, but please let me know if you have questions about this.

 

Have a nice weekend!

Elizabeth

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-09-04 16:00

Subject:      Re: LPR data and privacy

Attachments:   image001.jpg

Understood.  Thank you.  You have a good weekend also.  

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 4, 2020, at 3:49 PM, Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Rich – 

 

I’m going to push that along quickly so we can order the equipment, but please let me know if you have questions about this.

 

Have a nice weekend!

Elizabeth

 

Elizabeth Hannan
Human Resources & Finance Director / CFO

City of Urbana | 400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, IL 61801 | 217-384-2368

 

<image001.jpg>

 



From:         LAwS Communications <lauri@lawscomm.net>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-11-18 09:02

Subject:      Are you ready for your post-LE career? ■      



 

 

Career Transition for Police Professionals
 

 

You're invited to attend a free  webinar happening Thursday, Nov 19th at 1 PM

Eastern. Lt Tom Joyce, NYPD (ret.) will tell you the six things to do right now so

you can be gainfully employed in a lucrative second career when you retire.

 

Free Registration →

Webinar Presenter Tom
Joyce

Tom Joyce is currently the managing partner of Be Special

Good, LLC, a business consultancy that focuses on start-up

firms that sell technology to law enforcement.  Tom was most

recently at Motorola Solutions for a year and a half as a result

of the acquisition of Vigilant Solutions where he held the role

of Vice President of Business Development for 8 years.  Tom

was responsible for driving the vision and strategy for the

International and Domestic Sales Teams for large-scale,

strategic opportunities at Vigilant. His team worked closely

with product management on public safety solutions,

commercial license plate reader solutions, marketing on

public safety activities and messaging and governmental

legislative affairs.

Tom previously served as Director of Market Planning at

LexisNexis for 6 years, the global leader in public records and

proprietary data solutions for law enforcement..  Tom was

responsible for driving data product innovation and market

strategies for government solutions with a major focus on law

enforcement.

Tom’s experience as a former police officer and subsequent

promotions to supervisory roles afforded him to transfer his

knowledge from the public sector to the private sector as a

subject matter expert.    

Free Registration →

 



LAwS Communications · 871 Regents Square · National Harbor · Maryland · 20745

Preferences   |   Unsubscribe

This email was sent to seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us.

Click here to view the online version.



From:         "ISP.DoNotReply" <ISP.DoNotReply@Illinois.gov>

To:           "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2020-12-02 18:30

Subject:      (U//LES) BOLO - Narcotics/Currency Trafficking

Attachments:   BOLO.pdf

The following information is being disseminated by STIC to our email distribution list for situational awareness purposes. Replies can be sent to

stic@illinois.gov.

A black Mercedes Sprinter van (South Dakota Registration ) may be driven by Robert WEXLER, who is a known money/drug courier for a DTO out of

California. WEXLER is believed to transport narcotics to various cities on the East Coast and transport narcotics proceeds (United States Currency), back to the

California DTO. License plate readers (LPR) have observed the above vehicle , on Monday, November 30, 2020. Another LPR

observed the vehicle , in the evening on December 1, 2020. The vehicle information has been entered in Diesel and Vigilant.

This intelligence information is being passed through as a courtesy to the originating agency. The STIC had no part in developing this information and has not verified

the contents to be factual. If you have any questions reference this information please contact the originating agency. Please ensure the Data Security designation on

this document is adhered to. Do not advise individuals contained therein of this alert. Persons or organizations violating distribution restrictions will be prohibited from

receiving future documents and will be removed from distribution lists. NO REPORT OR SEGMENT THEREOF MAY BE RELEASED TO ANY MEDIA SOURCES.

Please contact STIC at 877-455-7842 if you have any questions or need additional information.



From:         "Koker, Amy" <kokeral@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard \(surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us\)" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-01-04 10:21

Subject:      FW: 2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

Attachments:   2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

This all reads l ke foreign language to me – can you please look it over. I think most of this is going to come from Finance since we don’t have auto license plate

readers…Thanks!

 

From: Meharry, Kay < kmeharry@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:05 AM

To: Koker, Amy <kokeral@urbanaillinois.us>; McNeil, Ross <remcneil@urbanaillinois.us>; !FOIA Correspondence <FOIACorrespondence@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: 2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

 

 

FOIA attached.

 

Please forward to anyone else who might have information pertaining to this.

 

Thanks.

 

Kay



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Koker, Amy" <kokeral@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-01-04 10:40

Subject:      FW: 2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

Attachments:   2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

Elizabeth,

 

Clearly UPD doesn’t have LPRs.  This FOIA is, however, applicable to parking.  How would you like
Amy to reassign this FOIA?  Becky?

 

From: Koker, Amy <kokeral@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 10:21 AM

To: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: FW: 2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

 

This all reads l ke foreign language to me – can you please look it over. I think most of this is going to come from Finance since we don’t have auto license plate

readers…Thanks!

 

From: Meharry, Kay < kmeharry@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:05 AM

To: Koker, Amy <kokeral@urbanaillinois.us>; McNeil, Ross <remcneil@urbanaillinois.us>; !FOIA Correspondence <FOIACorrespondence@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: 2021-F-002 Buresh.pdf

 

 

FOIA attached.

 

Please forward to anyone else who might have information pertaining to this.

 

Thanks.

 

Kay
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How ‘green cameras’ can
improve more than just
traffic safety
ALPR-integrated cameras paired with
data analysis software can police
criminal activity as well as manage
hazardous greenhouse gases.

How LPR has changed law
enforcement
A Q&A with one of the inventors of
LPR cameras shares the history and
evolution of these essential tools.
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From: WatchGuard <products@watchguardvideo.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-03-11 15:12

Subject: Low Monthly Cost for Body Cameras & In-Car Video



Not rendering correctly? View this email as a web page here

*** Email From An External Source ***

Fully equip your agency for one low monthly price.
$49/Month Body Cameras.

$149/Month In-Car Video Systems.

Outfit your agency with body cameras and in-car video systems for one low monthly price.

With no upfront investment, your agency can have complete budget predictability for your

video program. All packages include hardware, software, storage, no-fault warranty and

advance hardware replacement.

Transparency shouldn't come at a high price.

Body Cameras

Packages start at $49/Month.

Includes Camera and Battery Refresh

In-Car Video Systems

Packages start at $149/Month.

Includes LPR



You received this email because you are subscribed to Products from WatchGuard Video. 

Update your email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive.

Unsubscribe from all future emails
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From: POLICE <police@bobitmagazines.com>

To: nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-03-23 11:18

Subject: Check out the latest SPECIAL REPORT: Mobile Tech Innovations



*** Email From An External Source ***

MARCH 2021

SPECIAL REPORT: Mobile Tech Innovations

In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless Solutions' Portable

Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile ALPR technology, and LexisNexis' Coplogic

Ethos cloud-based data management and optimization platform.

Read the Supplement Now

Follow Us on Social Media!



Contact Us | Privacy Policy | Unsubscr be





217-424-2745

 

NOTICE: E-MAIL TO OR FROM CITY STAFF MAY BE SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE PURSUANT TO THE
ILLINOIS FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
notify us immediately by email reply.





<lmarion@peoriagov.org>; Rick Bleichner <rbleichner@normal.org>; Robert Marshall

<MarshallR@naperville.il.us>; Wayne Walles <wayne.walles@waukeganil.gov>; William Clay

<policechief@bellevillepolice.org> 

Cc:  Kennedy, Ashley D <AKennedy@decaturil.gov> 

Subject:  Final Headcount/ Agenda Items

 

Good Morning,

 

Next Wednesday, March 24th is our CLIC Meeting here at the Decatur Police Department from  10AM-

2PM. Can I get confirmation from the Department’s that will be coming. We can spread out enough in our

training room if each agency want to bring one other person. Please let me know so I can do a head

count for food so Ashley can place our order.  Also, let me know if there is anything particular you want

on the agenda. I will have the Police Reform Bill and Staffing/Recruiting/ Retention on the agenda plus

anything else I come up with before the end of this week. Stay Safe and See you all next week.

 

Jim 

 

Jim Getz
Chief of Police

Decatur Police Department

FBI NA Graduate Class 271

707 South Side Drive

217-424-2745

<image001.png>

 

NOTICE: E-MAIL TO OR FROM CITY STAFF MAY BE SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE PURSUANT
TO THE ILLINOIS FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email reply. 





 

Kristen Ziman

Chief of Police

Aurora Police Department

1200 E. Indian Trail Road

Aurora, IL  60505

Office:  630 256.5001

www kristenziman.com

Twitter: twitter.com/Chief KZiman

www facebook.com/KristenZiman

On Mar 23, 2021, at 3:26 PM, Winslow, Ken <Ken.Winslow@springfield.il.us> wrote:

 

 

 

Warning! This e-mail originated outside the organization. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you confirm the incoming address of the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Jim,

 

Can we add LPRs and Encrypted Radios to the agenda? 

 

Tx,

 

Kenny

 

From: Getz, James E. Jr. <JGetzJr@decaturil.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 8:41 AM

To: Ana Z. Lalley <LALLEY A@cityofelgin.org>; Anthony Cobb <anthony.cobb@ci.champaign.il.us>; Brian Seraphine <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Daniel

O'Shea <Daniel.oshea@rockfordil.gov>; Dawn Malec <dmalec@joliet.gov>; Doug Theobald <dtheobald@peoria.gov>; Winslow, Ken

<Ken.Winslow@springfield.il.us>; Kristen Ziman <zimank@apd.aurora.il.us>; Loren Marion <lmarion@peoriagov.org>; Rick Bleichner

<rbleichner@normal.org>; Robert Marshall <MarshallR@naperville.il.us>; Wayne Walles <wayne.walles@waukeganil.gov>; William Clay

<policechief@bellevillepolice.org>

Cc: Kennedy, Ashley D <AKennedy@decaturil.gov>

Subject: Final Headcount/ Agenda Items

 

Good Morning,

 

Next Wednesday, March 24th is our CLIC Meeting here at the Decatur Police Department from  10AM- 2PM. Can I get confirmation from the Department’s that 

will be coming. We can spread out enough in our training room if each agency want to bring one other person. Please let me know so I can do a head count for



food so Ashley can place our order.  Also, let me know if there is anything particular you want on the agenda. I will have the Police Reform Bill and

Staffing/Recruiting/ Retention on the agenda plus anything else I come up with before the end of this week. Stay Safe and See you all next week.

 

Jim 

 

Jim Getz
Chief of Police

Decatur Police Department

FBI NA Graduate Class 271

707 South Side Drive

217-424-2745
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NOTICE: E-MAIL TO OR FROM CITY STAFF MAY BE SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE PURSUANT TO
THE ILLINOIS FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by email reply. 
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confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for

delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly proh bited. If

you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email reply.
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delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly proh bited. If

you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email reply.





 

Real-Time Incarceration Records – same day records

 

Thanks so much and talk soon,

 

 



Michael J Fobbe

Business Development Representative - Legal

Office: 952-214-6174

 

Thomson Reuters

the answer company

 

610 Opperman Dr. (D4.S2968)

Eagan, MN 55123

 

michael.fobbe@thomsonreuters.com

 

Manage your email marketing preferences here.

 

This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipient and contains information that may be privileged and/or confidential. If you are not an intended recipient, please

notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and any attachments. Certain required legal entity disclosures can be accessed on our website:

https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en/resources/disclosures.html









This school resource
officer and Olympic athlete
has her sights on Tokyo

By Suzie Ziegler 

It’s not easy balancing Olympic
dreams with being a cop, but Officer
Jean says it’s all about a strong
mindset

Why code enforcement
matters

By Policing Matters Podcast 

Code enforcement officers play a key
role in ensuring community safety
while also facing significant safety
risks themselves

Qualified immunity for
LEOs is under assault: Will
the doctrine survive the
attack?

By Mike Callahan 

If H.R. 1280 becomes law, the
defense of qualified immunity for law
enforcement officers will be abolished





Photo of the Week:
BearCats mean business

By Police1 Members 

Armored vehicles manufacturer Lenco
recently celebrated 40 years

Why cops need armored
vehicles: 13 times BearCats
saved lives

By Lt. Dan Marcou 

Armored vehicles are not tanks – they
are vehicles of refuge that serve to
protect police and civilians alike

Training day: Armored
vehicle breaching

By Lt. Matt Hardesty 

Training to use an armored vehicle to
breach a building is critical for
successful deployment during tactical
response

SPONSORED CONTENT
How to ensure clear tactical
comms even with a mask
There’s no room for
miscommunication in a tactical
situation. Here’s how to wear a mask
without sacrificing voice quality and
clarity



FEATURED JOB

Alaska State
Trooper
Entry/Lateral
($10,000 Move
Reimbursement)
Anchorage, AK
Entry Level: $34.98
hourly

FEATURED JOB

Seattle Police
Dept. - Entry &
Lateral Officers
Entry Level: $32.15
hourly
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From: POLICE <police@bobitmedia.com>

To: nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-03-29 09:34

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations

*** Email From An External Source ***

In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless Solutions'

Portable Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile ALPR technology, and

LexisNexis' Coplogic Ethos cloud-based data management and optimization platform.

DOWNLOAD SPECIAL REPORT

You are currently subscribed as nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us. Manage your email preferences.

Bobit Business Media is located at 3520 Challenger Street, Torrance CA 90503

Contact Us | Privacy Policy | Unsubscribe







4 things LE should do on
social media during an
active shooter incident

By Julie Parker 

Every police agency should include a
social media communications policy in
its active shooter response protocols
to ensure timely delivery of
information

How can we solve the
problem of active
shooters?

By Lt. Dan Marcou 

By aggressively problem-solving this
deadly phenomenon, we become part
of the solution

LE takeaways from the
largest database of life
histories of U.S. mass
shooters

By Chief Joel F. Shults, Ed.D. 

Researchers say being part of a set of
available and long-term resources to
preempt active shooters is far more
important than annual active shooter
drills
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From:         "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-04-12 10:53

Subject:      RE: [*** SPAM ***]  Flock Safety Webinar (LPR)

Attachments:   image002.png

Dan,

I did not receive any emails from you prior to this one below.  I did not have a way to contact you.  When you

called that afternoon, I was in a meeting with our legal division, so could not get away to answer my phone.  I

apologize for the inconvenience. 

We had 2 homicides this weekend and am busy assisting in that this week.  Perhaps we can re-schedule at a

later time. 

 

         Lt. Matt Bain

         Services Division

 

          Police Department | City of Urbana

         400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

         Office: (217)384-2320

 

       

 

 

 

 











How ALPR is scaring
criminals away from this
Tennessee town
Faced with a surge of out-of-town
thieves, Mt. Juliet PD adopted an
automatic license plate and vehicle
recognition solution, resulting in more
suspects caught and fewer crimes
committed.

How AI and machine
learning drive more
accurate vehicle
recognition
A vehicle recognition system powered
by artificial intelligence can help police
catch more criminals by analyzing
video in the background and providing
alerts in real time.

Police1 does not send unsolicited messages. You are receiving this email because you have

signed up for Police1 and subscribed to this newsletter. Click here to unsubscribe. Visit our

Customer Support page to report any email problems or subscribe to our other newsletters. 

Copyright © 2021 Lexipol. 2611 Internet Blvd., Ste. 100, Frisco, TX 75034.







Effective verbal
communication in use of
force situations

By Tyson Kilbey 

Defensive tactics skills and verbal
communication skills should not be an
either/or option

Why loud & repetitive
verbal commands can
hinder compliance

By Duane Wolfe 

Using loud, repetitive verbal
commands can be more of a
hindrance than a help when trying to
gain compliance from a resistive
subject

SPONSORED CONTENT
How ‘green cameras’ can
improve more than just
traffic safety
ALPR-integrated cameras paired with
data analysis software can police
criminal activity, as well as manage
hazardous greenhouse gases.

FEATURED EDUCATION

Develop Your
Leadership Skills
Join 850+ LE leaders in
this nationally-ranked
program. 100% online.
Learn more today.

FEATURED PRESS RELEASE

How To Buy
Online Training
Systems
Download this Police1
buying guide
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From: WatchGuard <products@watchguardvideo.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-04-20 11:46

Subject: Save on Affordable Quick-Deploy LPR Systems



Not rendering correctly? View this email as a web page here

*** Email From An External Source ***

Limited Time Offer:
Save $500 per L5Q when purchasing 6+ cameras

The L5Q License Plate Recognition (LPR) Camera System is the best way to easily and

affordably start scanning plates. With this complete, quick deploy solution, your agency

can receive real-time alerts, conduct comprehensive searches and leverage advanced

analytics to uncover new insights and operate more efficiently.  

L5Q Features

• Get notified when hot-list license

plates are in your community

• Flexible power options: solar or AC

• Built-In cellular communications

The L5Q LPR Camera provides your

agency with a best-in-class system to

jumpstart or expand your camera network.

Limited Time Offer:

SAVE $500 per L5Q when purchasing 6+ cameras

SAVE $350 per L5Q when purchasing 1-5 cameras



WatchGuard Video
415 E Exchange Parkway 

Allen, TX 75002
USA

You received this email because you are subscribed to Products from WatchGuard Video. 

Update your email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive.

Unsubscribe from all future emails
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7 ways to spend a $1,000
bonus

By Greg Friese, MS, NRP 

Investing, in your mind, health or a
hobby, can compound the benefit of a
bonus on you, your family and others

Your pension plan
shouldn’t be your only
retirement plan

By Christopher Bluem 

Improve the odds of retiring on your
terms by taking advantage of other
account and employment options

Will your pension crush
your Social Security
benefit?

By Joan Hill 

Understanding how non-covered
pensions reduce your Social Security
benefits and what you might do about
it could save you thousands of dollars

SPONSORED CONTENT
How a license plate
recognition system is
scaring criminals away
from this Tennessee town
Faced with a surge of out-of-town
thieves, the Mt. Juliet Police
Department adopted an automatic
license plate and vehicle recognition
solution to catch them.



FEATURED JOB

Lateral Police
Officer - $10,000
Lateral Hiring
Incentive
$6,118-$7,807* monthly
- Vancouver,
Washington

FEATURED JOB

Now Hiring
Lateral and
Recruit Police
Officers
Top Pay: $105,248
annual
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Research: Detection of
firearms by police officers
and civilians

By Benjamin K. Barton, Ashley Bogar,
and Casey Kovesdi 

Researchers examined the ability of
law enforcement officers and civilians
to detect objects in the hands of other
people

Research review:
Identifying the benefits of
ALPR systems

By Tim Dees 

How law enforcement agencies can
use research findings to get
community support and funding for
ALPR systems

How collaborations with
researchers can help LE
agencies win grants

By Therese Matthews 

In an era of evidence-based practices
and smart policing, partnerships with
academic institutions have bolstered
police grant funding to support
community safety
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From:         "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Koker, James" <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Norton, Jason" <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Heldman, Cassandra" <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanail

              linois.us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-05-21 17:08

Subject:      Re: Still Interested?

  

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 4:08 PM, Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

I am not sure, but I do know that Watchguard has cameras that do this as well just for 43.

 

From: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 4:07 PM

To: Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>;

Norton, Jason <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>;

Smysor, David <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>; Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: FW: Still Interested?

 

So I got invited to this a webinar about this, but the guy never sent a link and I was busy doing

something else in the meantime.  I then got invited to Rantoul PD to view a demonstration, but I had

another conflict.  Is this an ask we want to pursue right now?  I just wanted to throw it out there before

I say we aren’t interested. 

These are the cameras that read plates and send info to squads.  I guess Rantoul was all in and got

like 20 of them…

Let me know thoughts before I put on the kibosh…

 

From: Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 11:50 AM

To: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: Still Interested?





 

 

 



From: POLICE <police@bobitmedia.com>

To: nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-05-23 11:33

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] Get POLICE's Top How-To's



May 23, 2021

*** Email From An External Source ***

F R E E  W H I T E PA P E R S

Sponsored by Vector Solutions

How to Meet Today’s Police Training Challenge
Police training should always be an ongoing process. In this informative white

paper from Vector Solutions, you will learn the strategies and practical approache

you need to choose the right training option for your department.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by GovQA

Quantifying Complexity In Public Records
Processing
Introducing the data-rich Peers in Public Records Index — the ONLY Index that

tracks trends in public records for state and local governments. This whitepaper

dives into the data trends of the public records files themselves and user activitie

related to processing public records requests, as well as looks at changes in the

complexity of scale, diversity, and connectivity since Q1 2018.

DOWNLOAD



Small UAS, or drones have become an irreplaceable tool for situational

awareness, officer safety, and search & rescue. Check out Skydio's 5 As

framework that outlines five specific building blocks to build a complete drone

program.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by NUANCE Communications

A New Dragon Takes Speech Recognition Tech to
the Cloud
Officers now have a thin client option for creating voice-to-text documentation tha

will increase efficiency and the efficacy of their incident reports.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations
In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless

Solutions' Portable Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile

ALPR technology, and LexisNexis' Coplogic Ethos cloud-based data managemen

and optimization platform.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Innovations in Police Technologie
for 2021
Recently, POLICE asked some of the leading producers of law enforcement tools



Special Report: Critical Incident Response
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Critical Incident Response, read about

Working with the Media After a Critical Incident, the Evolution of Critical Incident

Communications, Bomb Threats and Suspicious Packages, Preplanning Respon

to School Shootings, and PTSD in the Police K-9.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Hardwire LLC, Gamber-Johnson LLC, Code 3 Inc., Derive Systems, DEW

Engineering & Developement ULC, Pursuit Emergency Vehicles, CTech Manufacturing

Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management, learn abou

whether do to Upfitting In-House or Outsource, Bringing Maintenance In House, 1

CHP's Vehicle Assembly Line, Telematics for Law Enforcement, and Hybrids

Ready for Patrol.

DOWNLOAD

VIEW MORE FREE WHITEPAPERS





From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>; "Koker, James" <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>

              ;

Cc:           "Norton, Jason" <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Heldman, Cassandra" <heldmacl@urbanaillinoi

              s.us>; "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaill

              inois.us>

Date:         2021-05-24 18:14

Subject:      RE: Still Interested?

 

 

From: Smysor, David <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 5:08 PM

To: Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>;

Norton, Jason <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Surles,

Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: Re: Still Interested?

 

  

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 4:08 PM, Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

I am not sure, but I do know that Watchguard has cameras that do this as well just for 43.

 

From: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us > 

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 4:07 PM 

To: Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; Koker, James 

<kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>; Norton, Jason <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant





 

 

 

Are you available for a quick call tomorrow or early next week to discuss how Flock can help

your department?

 

Please Advise,

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 



From:         "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-05-25 10:23

Subject:      Re: Still Interested?

10-4

Sent from my iPhone

On May 24, 2021, at 18:14, Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

 

 

From: Smysor, David <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 5:08 PM

To: Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>;

Norton, Jason <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Surles,

Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: Re: Still Interested?

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 4:08 PM, Koker, James <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

I am not sure, but I do know that Watchguard has cameras that do this as well just for 43.

 





We regularly receive feedback like the note below from agencies using our cameras.

 

 

 

 

 

Are you available for a quick call tomorrow or early next week to discuss how Flock can

help your department?

 

Please Advise,

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 









Opinion: Why getting
offline could help us return
to truth and unity

By Booker Hodges 

Sylvester McMonkey McBean is
controlling our thoughts, and, at some
point, we have to stop feeding him our
time and energy

Opinion: Do we still have
consent?

By Haywood Irving 

There is a perception that politicians
and LE leaders are making public
safety and personnel decisions based
on what the loudest voices demand

SPONSORED CONTENT
The ABCs of narcotics field
testing
3 testing techniques in these
advanced drug detection kits improve
accuracy and sample integrity as well
as keep officers safer from exposure.

FEATURED VIDEO

The Power of
Performance
Black Hills Ammunition’s
new 300 Blackout 115
grain Dual Performance
round
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Online Training
Systems
Download the guide
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Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 



From:         "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-05-28 16:53

Subject:      RE: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's

I’m not sure.  I sent Dan an email saying we were no longer interested around 10AM and I guess he decided to

reach out to you a few hours later…

I’ll respond again. 

 

From:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Friday, May 28, 2021 2:26 PM

To:  Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  FW: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

 

 

 

-------- Original message --------

From: Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date: 5/28/21 12:44 PM (GMT-06:00)

To: "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-05-28 17:06

Subject:      RE: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's

No, you don’t have to…I was just sharing.  I am simply deleting.

 

 

From:  Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Friday, May 28, 2021 4:53 PM

To:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  RE: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's

 

I’m not sure.  I sent Dan an email saying we were no longer interested around 10AM and I guess he

decided to reach out to you a few hours later…

I’ll respond again. 

 

From:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Friday, May 28, 2021 2:26 PM

To:  Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  FW: Why are Rantoul, Decatur & Springfield using Flock LPR's

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

 





Are you available early next week for a quick call to learn more as well as tell you a bit about what

Flock is doing for other departments? 

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 















 

I understand that the Urbana PD had looked at LPR's a while ago and the City Council had Civil Liberty concerns. 

Flock has worked with Civil Liberty groups to design a LPR system with some of those concerns in mind.  At the

very least I think it would be productive for the department to see what other similar sized cities like Decatur,

Springfield and Joilet are doing to combat crime like this.  I am currently trying to find some time next week for

me to meet with the Champaign PD would you like to join that meeting, or have a representative form the Urbana

PD join when that is set up? 

 

Regards,

 

--

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/
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From: POLICE <police@bobitmedia.com>

To: nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-06-06 11:32

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] Get POLICE's Top How-To's



Jun 6, 2021

*** Email From An External Source ***

F R E E  W H I T E PA P E R S

Sponsored by Vector Solutions

How to Meet Today’s Police Training Challenge
Police training should always be an ongoing process. In this informative white

paper from Vector Solutions, you will learn the strategies and practical approache

you need to choose the right training option for your department.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by GovQA

Quantifying Complexity In Public Records
Processing
Introducing the data-rich Peers in Public Records Index — the ONLY Index that

tracks trends in public records for state and local governments. This whitepaper

dives into the data trends of the public records files themselves and user activitie

related to processing public records requests, as well as looks at changes in the

complexity of scale, diversity, and connectivity since Q1 2018.

DOWNLOAD



Small UAS, or drones have become an irreplaceable tool for situational

awareness, officer safety, and search & rescue. Check out Skydio's 5 As

framework that outlines five specific building blocks to build a complete drone

program.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by NUANCE Communications

A New Dragon Takes Speech Recognition Tech to
the Cloud
Officers now have a thin client option for creating voice-to-text documentation tha

will increase efficiency and the efficacy of their incident reports.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations
In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless

Solutions' Portable Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile

ALPR technology, and LexisNexis' Coplogic Ethos cloud-based data managemen

and optimization platform.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Innovations in Police Technologie
for 2021
Recently, POLICE asked some of the leading producers of law enforcement tools



Special Report: Critical Incident Response
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Critical Incident Response, read about

Working with the Media After a Critical Incident, the Evolution of Critical Incident

Communications, Bomb Threats and Suspicious Packages, Preplanning Respon

to School Shootings, and PTSD in the Police K-9.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Hardwire LLC, Gamber-Johnson LLC, Code 3 Inc., Derive Systems, DEW

Engineering & Developement ULC, Pursuit Emergency Vehicles, CTech Manufacturing

Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management, learn abou

whether do to Upfitting In-House or Outsource, Bringing Maintenance In House, 1

CHP's Vehicle Assembly Line, Telematics for Law Enforcement, and Hybrids

Ready for Patrol.

DOWNLOAD

VIEW MORE FREE WHITEPAPERS
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Security, Crime, and Drugs

German Police Conduct Raids On Welfare Fraud, Illegal Gambling Group

The AP  (6/8) reports approximately 600 investigators “searched 31 buildings in the western German
state of North Rhine-Westphalia and police arrested a family of four Tuesday in connection with
alleged money laundering, organized crime and welfare fraud.” Police and special units “from the state
office that investigates organized crime arrested a 46-year-old man, his 42-year-old wife and the
couple’s two sons, 24 and 28, at the family’s mansion in the city of Leverkusen. None of their identities
were released in line with German privacy rules.” Police “said the family is accused of defrauding North
Rhine-Westphalia of about 400,000 euros ($487,000) in social welfare benefits while living in the
million-euro house.” In a separate operation, “several hundred Berlin police officers searched a hotel in
the German capital as part of an illegal gambling investigation. The officers searched 160 rooms and
the basement of the hotel in the western Charlottenburg district late Monday, dpa said.”

Amid Surging Hate Crimes, Asian-Americans Reluctant To Reopen

The New York Times  (6/8, Healy) reports “a surge in anti-Asian attacks during the pandemic is now
holding back many Asian American families from joining the rest of the country in getting back to
normal.” The Times says, “As schools phase out remote learning, companies summon employees
back to work and masks fly off people’s faces, Asian Americans say that America’s race to reopen is
creating a new wave of worries – not about getting sick, but whether they will be attacked if they
venture back onto a bus or accosted if they return to a favorite cafe or bookstore.” The Times profiles
several members of the Asian-American community who report fears about returning their children to
school, attending community events, or traveling.

Technology

Brief Global Outage Takes Down Dozens Of Websites

According to the AP  (6/8, Chan), “Dozens of websites went down briefly around the globe Tuesday,
including CNN, The New York Times and Britain’s government home page, after an outage at the
cloud computing service Fastly, illustrating how vital a small number of behind-the-scenes companies
have become to running the internet.” The AP adds websites “that could not be reached also included
some Amazon pages, the Financial Times, Reddit, Twitch and The Guardian.” San Francisco-based
Fastly, a content-delivery network, “said in an emailed statement that it was a ‘technical issue’ and ‘not
related to a cyber attack.’”

       The Guardian (UK)  (6/8, Hern, Sabbagh) reports the outage “should act as a ‘wake-up call’ that
internet infrastructure has become dangerously over-centralised and lacks resilience, security experts
have warned.”

Tuesday's Lead Stories

 • US DOJ Will Require Federal Agents To Wear Body Cameras When Serving Warrants

• Miami-Dade Police Arrest Three Teens In Connection To Deadly Graduation Party Shooting

• US DOJ Seizes Bitcoin Paid To Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Attackers
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Voice Message

Dear Bryant Seraphin,

You have a new voice message:

From: DAN MURDOCK (312) 415-3858

Received: Wednesday, June 09, 2021 at 4:26 PM

Length: 00:24

To: (217) 384-2320 * 322 Bryant Seraphin

Voicemail Preview:

" Hi, Keith. This is Dan Murdock from flocks safety. I was also have someone from your department was looking at license

plate readers by the same company to go. I split referred to cater Springfield ran told us, but there's in this week, but if

you're interested please give me a call 312-415-3858, I'd love to talk to you or pass me off to someone else or if that have

a good rest of the day."

To listen to this message, open the attachment or use RingCentral app to have instant access to all your messages on

the go.

Thank you for using RingCentral!

Work from anywhere with the RingCentral app. It's got everything you need to stay
connected: team messaging, video meetings and phone - all in one app. Get
started

By subscribing to and/or using RingCentral, you acknowledge agreement to our Terms of Use.

Copyright 2021 RingCentral, Inc. All rights reserved. RingCentral is a registered trademark of RingCentral, Inc.,

20 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002, USA.
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From:         "Ruedi, Andrea" <alruedi@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "McMahon, Stepheny" <slmcmahon@urbanaillinois.us>; "Pearson, Lorrie" <llpearson@urbanailli

              nois.us>; "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <

              cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "White, Darius" 

              <dlwhite@urbanaillinois.us>; "Broihahn, Bridget" <bbbroihahn@urbanaillinois.us>; "Kolsch

              owsky,   William" <wakolschowsky@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-06-15 09:56

Subject:      ED Leaders Meeting Highlights - 6/15 - see Yellow for high priority   and time sensitive items

Attachments:   MTD Bus - Dalitso.jpg  ByZIP_CC_Vac0603.pdf  ByHex_CU_Vac0603_PctVac.pdf

CUPHD - Julie Pryde

■■■■■■■ Now in Phase V

■■■■■■■ Anything we can do to get more people vaccinated is appreciated.

■■■■■■■ Partnering with others and doing different things every day to encourage vaccinations with

incentives; 26 were vaccinated at Sholem Pool

■■■■■■■ Wrote a grant to get a new mobile unit with refrigeration in anticipation of booster shots down the

road (current is 15 years old)

■■■■■■■ Vaccine for children under 12 should be ready before fall

■■■■■■■ Unvaccinated people tend to cluster and will continue to have outbreaks; have maps by

neighborhoods(see attached) and will survey why not and provide information and ask what incentives

will help; there will be door to door outreach and vaccination clinics

■■■■■■■ Guatemalan Consulate will be at CUPHD on 6/26 and there will be a vaccination clinic

 

CCEMA – John Dwyer & Collin Rector

■■■■■■■ Still testing four days/week at Marketplace Mall – 80-100 each day; Mall is interested in doing

vaccinations as well

■■■■■■■ Let John know of large events and they can alert contact for the event of impending inclement

weather

■■■■■■■ Meeting with Public Health, Carle and OSF to circulate supplies from the State in case of outbreak

in the fall

■■■■■■■ EMA is hosting a training session with Association of Fire Chiefs on 7/22 – first time in Illinois;

would like community leaders to attend



 

UIUC – Bob Flider, Laura Frerichs, Laura Bleill, & Jodi Silotto

■■■■■■■ UIUC Mass Mail update went out on 6/11 reiterating Phase V guidelines

■■■■■■■ Faculty and Staff must wear masks in classrooms

■■■■■■■ Saliva testing requirement for faculty, staff and  students – working on guidelines for not taking the

test if vaccinated

■■■■■■■ Sporting events will be open

■■■■■■■ New UIRP campaign promoting to tech sector encouraging locating in Champaign and that the

workforce is here. Ads are here.

 

City of Champaign –  Bruce Knight & TJ Blakeman

■■■■■■■ This weekend made efforts to tamp down issues in downtown. It was a quiet weekend. 

 

Urbana – Mayor Marlin & Andrea Ruedi 

■■■■■■■ CURES ES FINAL - there were 23 CURES ES eligible applications requesting $333,772.33.  ½ will

be paid this week and the other ½ during the last week of June

■■■■■■■ Installation on the final two Curbanas starts today.   

 

Rantoul – Mayor Charles Smith & Scott Eisenhauer

■■■■■■■ Crime rate has picked up.  Alerting public of areas.  License Plate readers have been purchased to

identify cars seen in areas where crime has been committed.

■■■■■■■ 85 teams coming to the Rantoul Sports Complex this week

■■■■■■■ 7/3 Independence Day Celebration

 

Savoy – Christopher Walton



■■■■■■■ No update

 

Senator Bennet’s Office – Rachel Spencer

■■■■■■■ Back in session today working on

■■■■■■■ Working on summer events calendar – would like info on festivals

 

Mahomet – Pat Brown

■■■■■■■ Not present

 

Downtown Champaign Partnership – Zander Hazel

■■■■■■■ No Update

 

EDC & SBDC – Carly McCrory McKay & Don Elmore

■■■■■■■ 6/17, Vaccination  Lottery discussion

■■■■■■■ People are inquiring about long waits on program funding – let Don know and he can provide

information

■■■■■■■ Boneyard Arts Festival this weekend!

 

Visit Champaign County – Jayne DeLuce & Terri Reifsteck

• Full steam ahead working on events, RFPs – feels almost normal
• Toast of Tourism on 7/28.
• Will print Visitors Guide this year

 

Community Foundation - Joan Dixon

■■■■■■■ Met with 50 people from Not-for-Profits – only one not vaccinated but getting this week



 

Champaign County Chamber of Commerce – Madeline Herman

■■■■■■■ No update

 

RPC – Dalitso Sulamayo & Kathy Larson

■■■■■■■ Community Services Division continues to gather community needs information

■■■■■■■ Partnering with MTD with vaccination campaign; Dalitso is on MTD bus signage encouraging

vaccinations (see attached).  

 

Champaign County – Darlene Kloeppel

■■■■■■■ Not present

 

Black Chamber - Will Kyles

■■■■■■■ Not present

 

New American Welcome Center at University YMCA – Gloria Yen

■■■■■■■ No update

 

United Way – Sue Grey & Salvo Rodriquez

■■■■■■■ Not present

 

Andrea L. Ruedi, MBA      

Senior Advisor for Integrated Strategy Development 

 

Executive Department | City of Urbana



706 S. Glover Ave. | Urbana, Illinois 61802 

217.402.3678
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Sponsored by Mirion Technologies

Radiation Ready eBook: Personal Radiation
Detector Use for Emergency Responders
From event security to disaster response, how do PRDs protect your team? This

guide outlines the use and function of a personal radiation detector and includes

detailed checklists to determine if your radiation safety program is ready to meet

the toughest day-to-day challenges.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Mirion Technologies

Radiation Ready: Emergency Response Radiation
Preparedness Worksheet
How much radiation safety protection is needed in your district? Download this

worksheet to determine potential risk in your area.

DOWNLOAD



you need to choose the right training option for your department.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by GovQA

Quantifying Complexity In Public Records
Processing
Introducing the data-rich Peers in Public Records Index — the ONLY Index that

tracks trends in public records for state and local governments. This whitepaper

dives into the data trends of the public records files themselves and user activitie

related to processing public records requests, as well as looks at changes in the

complexity of scale, diversity, and connectivity since Q1 2018.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations
In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless

Solutions' Portable Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile

ALPR technology, and LexisNexis' Coplogic Ethos cloud-based data managemen

and optimization platform.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Innovations in Police Technologie
for 2021
Recently, POLICE asked some of the leading producers of law enforcement tools



Special Report: Critical Incident Response
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Critical Incident Response, read about

Working with the Media After a Critical Incident, the Evolution of Critical Incident

Communications, Bomb Threats and Suspicious Packages, Preplanning Respon

to School Shootings, and PTSD in the Police K-9.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Hardwire LLC, Gamber-Johnson LLC, Code 3 Inc., Derive Systems, DEW

Engineering & Developement ULC, Pursuit Emergency Vehicles, CTech Manufacturing

Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management, learn abou

whether do to Upfitting In-House or Outsource, Bringing Maintenance In House, 1

CHP's Vehicle Assembly Line, Telematics for Law Enforcement, and Hybrids

Ready for Patrol.

DOWNLOAD
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Sponsored by Knott Laboratory

Digital Media Forensics & Officer-Involved
Shootings: Scientific Accuracy in the Age of Trial
by Media
When a critical incident occurs, most law enforcement agencies do not have the

resources, staff, and training to perform in-depth analysis on the digital evidence

associated with each case. And yet, these pieces of digital evidence can end up i

the media to be tried by the court of public opinion.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Mirion Technologies

Radiation Ready eBook: Personal Radiation
Detector Use for Emergency Responders
From event security to disaster response, how do PRDs protect your team? This

guide outlines the use and function of a personal radiation detector and includes

detailed checklists to determine if your radiation safety program is ready to meet

the toughest day-to-day challenges.

DOWNLOAD



How much radiation safety protection is needed in your district? Download this

worksheet to determine potential risk in your area.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Vector Solutions

How to Meet Today’s Police Training Challenge
Police training should always be an ongoing process. In this informative white

paper from Vector Solutions, you will learn the strategies and practical approache

you need to choose the right training option for your department.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations
In the POLICE Special Report: Mobile Tech Innovations, read about DH Wireless

Solutions' Portable Data Network systems, Jenoptik's highly advanced mobile

ALPR technology, and LexisNexis' Coplogic Ethos cloud-based data managemen

and optimization platform.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by POLICE

Special Report: Innovations in Police Technologie
for 2021
Recently, POLICE asked some of the leading producers of law enforcement tools



   g 

Special Report: Critical Incident Response
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Critical Incident Response, read about

Working with the Media After a Critical Incident, the Evolution of Critical Incident

Communications, Bomb Threats and Suspicious Packages, Preplanning Respon

to School Shootings, and PTSD in the Police K-9.

DOWNLOAD

Sponsored by Hardwire LLC, Gamber-Johnson LLC, Code 3 Inc., Derive Systems, DEW

Engineering & Developement ULC, Pursuit Emergency Vehicles, CTech Manufacturing

Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management
In POLICE Magazine’s Special Report: Upfitting & Fleet Management, learn abou

whether do to Upfitting In-House or Outsource, Bringing Maintenance In House, 1

CHP's Vehicle Assembly Line, Telematics for Law Enforcement, and Hybrids

Ready for Patrol.

DOWNLOAD
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Detective Sergeant

Aaron Nyman

Fairview Heights Police Department

Criminal Investigations

nyman@fairviewpd.org

(618)489-2131
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From:         "Sprague, Kenneth" <spragukd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           roeschdc@urbanaillinois.us; weckac@urbanaillinois.us; surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us; smysordg@urbanail

              linois.us; loschejm@urbanaillinois.us; mcnaugtd@urbanaillinois.us; cervanmp@urbanaillinois.us; norto

              njd@urbanaillinois.us; kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us; hewkinan@urbanaillinois.us; gardnecl@urbanaillinoi

              s.us; mikalize@urbanaillinois.us; mckinnmc@urbanaillinois.us; hurleyjd@urbanaillinois.us; wrightcg@u

              rbanaillinois.us; smithda@urbanaillinois.us; hendrimb@urbanaillinois.us; bainmj@urbanaillinois.us; k

              okeral@urbanaillinois.us; colemarl@urbanaillinois.us; andersal@urbanaillinois.us; alfonsel@urbanaill

              inois.us; hatfieah@urbanaillinois.us; vogtam@urbanaillinois.us; pipkinda@urbanaillinois.us; heldmacl

              @urbanaillinois.us; seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us; snyderkr@urbanaillinois.us; marcotad@urbanaillinois.

              us; difanijr@urbanaillinois.us; !All Police Department <AllPolice@urbanaillinois.us>; duitsmra

              @urbanaillinois.us; quinlemv@urbanaillinois.us; kernerja@urbanaillinois.us; meneelat@urbanaillinois.

              us; carrmr@urbanaillinois.us; willfobd@urbanaillinois.us; linkssm@urbanaillinois.us; haleja@urbanail

              linois.us; mccartdt@urbanaillinois.us; ingrambp@urbanaillinois.us; burnetcm@urbanaillinois.us; robin

              ssm@urbanaillinois.us; steinbjm@urbanaillinois.us; smithch@urbanaillinois.us; marqueor@urbanaillinoi

              s.us; kingsr@urbanaillinois.us; franqujv@urbanaillinois.us; cassidjp@urbanaillinois.us; jefferjd@urb

              anaillinois.us; finkbg@urbanaillinois.us; mccleldc@urbanaillinois.us; yeagleje@urbanaillinois.us; de

              deckcr@urbanaillinois.us; ruffel@urbanaillinois.us; gradyal@urbanaillinois.us; bennetpl@urbanaillino

              is.us; henryea@urbanaillinois.us; hayeson@urbanaillinois.us; ackermzt@urbanaillinois.us; barriepr@ur

              banaillinois.us; richrl@urbanaillinois.us; mccormba@urbanaillinois.us; pankowcj@urbanaillinois.us; k

              aufmakr@urbanaillinois.us; kristoem@urbanaillinois.us; curtisle@urbanaillinois.us; buttrycl@urbanail

              linois.us; merritjb@urbanaillinois.us; britox@urbanaillinois.us; lenowam@urbanaillinois.us; Sprague;

               Kenneth <spragukd@urbanaillinois.us>; smithja@urbanaillinois.us; fordrs@urbanaillinois.us

Date:         2021-07-08 21:51

Subject:      The Retreat Apartments

I meant to send this out a few days ago but I got busy. 

For those that don’t know, The Retreat apartments, in addition to pretty decent video footage, have license plate readers at their gate.  The readers also have

night vision which will pick up license plates at night.  If your ever investigating anything there, the manager (Logan Graves) and his staff are easy to work with

and happy to help us with what ever the police need.  His contact is listed below. 

Logan Graves I Community Manager

The Retreat at Illinois

905 Welch Drive

Urbana, IL 61801

O: 217.305.4081

www.RetreatAtIllinois.Landmark-Properties.com

Logan.Graves@LandmarkProperties.com

Ofc. K. Sprague #319

Urbana Police Department

Patrol Division

400 S. Vine St. Urbana, Illinois 61801

Phone: 217-384-1204   

Email: spragukd@urbanaillinois.us
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From: McNaught, Tim <mcnaugtd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 9:57 AM

To: James L. Schmidt <JSchmidt@village.rantoul.il.us>

Subject: FW:  Stop and Hold

 

 

 

From: Sprague, Kenneth <spragukd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2021 4:59 PM

To: !All Police Department <AllPolice@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: FW:  Stop and Hold

 

Correction on my last email in red below.  The victim stated the OFFENDER, not , held a handgun to her

head.

 

For 43-this information is LE sensitive.   is just a person of interest at this time and needs to be interviewed. 

Do not share this information outside this department.

 

From: Sprague, Kenneth <spragukd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2021 4:51 PM

To: !All Police Department <AllPolice@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Stop and Hold

 

I am looking to interview  reference U21-2228 (Home Invasion and Aggravated

Criminal Sexual Assault).  He drives a black 2016 Ford F150 crew cab, Illinois lic/ .  He is back and

forth between  and ., as well as who knows where else. 

 





 

Sprague







https://www.flocksafety.com/
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From:         "Ruedi, Andrea" <alruedi@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "McMahon, Stepheny" <slmcmahon@urbanaillinois.us>; "Pearson, Lorrie" <llpearson@urbanailli

              nois.us>; "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <

              cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "White, Darius" 

              <dlwhite@urbanaillinois.us>; "Broihahn, Bridget" <bbbroihahn@urbanaillinois.us>; "Kolsch

              owsky,   William" <wakolschowsky@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-07-13 15:37

Subject:      ED Leaders Meeting Highlights - 7/13 see Yellow for high priority and   time sensitive items

CUPHD - Julie Pryde

■■■■■■■■■ 2 confirmed Delta variant cases in Champaign County; Prediction that fall

will see an explosion of the infection for the unvaccinated

■■■■■■■■■ Currently 72 COVID cases and 2 hospitalized

■■■■■■■■■ Applied for $250k grant for new mobile unit with refrigeration to be used for

Immigrant Cooperative as a “vaccination mobile”

■■■■■■■■■ Under 12 vaccine won’t be available until late Sept/early Oct.; vaccination

clinics in schools will begin immediately; Guidance for COVID-19 Prevention in

K-12 Schools | CDC

■■■■■■■■■ Champaign County Fair will not agree to having a vaccination clinic

 

CCEMA – John Dwyer & Collin Rector

■■■■■■■■■ 147,981 have been tested at Marketplace Mall

■■■■■■■■■ Tornado touched down yesterday near Fisher, no one injured

■■■■■■■■■ New siren system worked when tested in late June

■■■■■■■■■ Helping out in McLean County with storm sewer back up – opening a

resource center to provide relief as it is not covered by insurance (collapsing walls,

3’ of water in basements, etc.)

■■■■■■■■■ July is Financial Preparedness Month

 

UIUC – Bob Flider, Laura Frerichs, Laura Bleill, & Jodi Silotto



■■■■■■■■■ Working on SHIELD CU initiative – Parkland and State Farm Center (then

shifting to CERCI and Illini Union)

■■■■■■■■■ Messaging for uploading vaccination cards to McKinley Health

■■■■■■■■■ UIRP recruiting companies

■■■■■■■■■ UIRP working with companies to identify local jobs for students

 

Parkland – Stephanie Stuart

■■■■■■■■■ SHIELD  testing in place Monday, Wednesday and Saturdays

■■■■■■■■■ Postcard to all area households on funding available for students

 

RPC – Dalitso Sulamayo & Kathy Larson

• Providing utility and water assistance through Federal funding

 

City of Champaign –  Bruce Knight & TJ Blakeman

■■■■■■■■■ Gearing up for public input on American Rescue Plan monies – community

listening sessions, block parties, website, survey on ipads, study session on 4th

floor of Illinois Terminal with stations on areas of interest

■■■■■■■■■ Working with Mariah Madison – black market once/week in August

 

Urbana – Mayor Marlin & Andrea Ruedi 

■■■■■■■■■ Hotel Royer announced and construction underway

■■■■■■■■■ Press coverage on Stonecreek Golf Club improvements – building permits

have increased

■■■■■■■■■ New businesses opening in Urbana: Reg Cakes, Arts & Pastries,

TheGlitterBox, Cloud Mountain, La Michoacana, Gather Project, Hunny Bunny

Bakes, Asan Tea



 

Rantoul – Mayor Charles Smith & Scott Eisenhauer

■■■■■■■■■ Board meeting tonight – Horve Hospitality will present  - start construction in

August

■■■■■■■■■ Vision for downtown Rantoul to make more vibrant

■■■■■■■■■ Illinois automated track – land purchase to be completed in 45 days

■■■■■■■■■ Shootings on July 4th – license plate readers enabled tracking down of

vehicle and witness came forward and all but one apprehended

 

Savoy – Christopher Walton

■■■■■■■■■ Introduced Katie Simpson, new Community & Economic Development

Director

 

Senator Bennet’s Office – Rachel Spencer

■■■■■■■■■ Will see if Senator Bennet can assist with a vaccination clinic at the

Champaign County Fair

 

Mahomet – Pat Brown

■■■■■■■■■ Musical Festival, Friday 8/27-28, will have a vaccine clinic

■■■■■■■■■ Car show this past weekend, not a great turnout

 

Downtown Champaign Partnership – Zander Hazel

■■■■■■■■■ No update

 

EDC & SBDC – Carly McCrory McKay & Don Elmore



■■■■■■■■■ Working on Champaign County Vaccine Lottery sponsor benefits; Lottery will

take place in August; T-shirts will be printed that will be sold to the public

■■■■■■■■■ Receiving Community Navigation Grant to support small businesses in

obtaining State and Federal loan programs

 

Visit Champaign County – Jayne DeLuce & Terri Reifsteck

■■■■■■■■■ Annual Toast of Tourism – 7/28

https://www.visitchampaigncounty.org/about-us/toast-to-tourism

■■■■■■■■■ Junior Am at the AJGA at Urbana County Club on 7/19 in conjunction with

American Junior Golf Assn. tournament at Urbana County Club, 7/19 – 7/22

 

Community Foundation – Angie Hatfield

■■■■■■■■■ Angie’s first meeting as new CEO of the Foundation - no update

 

United Way – Sue Grey & Salvo Rodriquez

■■■■■■■■■ UW Board approved $10k to support CUJ SHIELD marketing

 

Champaign County Chamber of Commerce – Laura Weis

■■■■■■■■■ Will host another job fair in September at the I Hotel

■■■■■■■■■ Returning to in person events; other Chambers have reported low turnouts at

recent in-person events

 

New American Welcome Center at University YMCA – Gloria Yen

• Not present

 



Champaign County – Darlene Kloeppel

■■■■■■■■■ Not present

 

Black Chamber - Will Kyles

■■■■■■■■■ Not present

 

Andrea L. Ruedi, MBA     

Senior Advisor for Integrated Strategy Development

Executive Department | City of Urbana

706 S. Glover Ave. | Urbana, Illinois 61802

217.402.3678
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 Brit Miller

  Senior Account Executive

  BECK TECH - a BARBECK Company

  o.  217-428-7000

  c.  217-649-0993

  w. https://www.BECKTECHIL.com

 

     https://www.barbeckptt.com/
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Policing and Policy

FBI To Consider Upgrading Criminal Background Checks To Prevent Sale Of Guns To Underage, Out-Of-State

CNN  (7/16, Carrega) reports, “The FBI has agreed to consider modifying its criminal background check system after the Justice Department’s inspector general found the system did not cross check the buyer’s
age with legal requirements of their home state, according to a report released on Thursday.” CNN adds, “Under federal law, customers are not allowed to buy firearms, specifically a rifle or a shotgun, in a
jurisdiction that is different from the address listed on their identification unless the customer’s age is legal in both the state of sale and where the person lives, according to the report. The findings stem from an
Office of Inspector General’s audit that was launched, in part, after Colorado lawmakers asked the agency to probe the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS), which is used by licensed
federal firearms sellers and other retailers, after an 18-year-old purchased a shotgun in Colorado even though she was a resident in Florida, which prohibits the sale of firearms to anyone under 21.”

Some Law Enforcement Criticize Laws To Make Pre-Trial Releases Less Difficult

The Wall Street Journal  (7/16, Subscription Publication) says a number of states have approved laws to make it less difficult for accused offenders to be released prior to their trials. The Journal adds that
Chicago is the most recent municipality in which law enforcement have criticized laws of this nature for playing a part in violent crime.

NYTimes Analysis  NYC Statistics Indicate City Still Struggling To Prosecute Rape Cases

In a more than 3,000-word article, the New York Times  (7/18, Ransom) reports that while the “Me Too” movement “led to heightened awareness of the prevalence of sexual assault, an increase in reports to
police, and a new hope that people accused would be more frequently held accountable,” New York City statistics “and the accounts of women who say they were attacked suggest that little has changed about
the way the criminal justice system grapples with rape accusations.” According to the Times, “Most New York City prosecutors’ offices rejected a greater percentage of sex crime cases in 2019, the last year for
which reliable data is available, than they did roughly a decade earlier, before the case against Harvey Weinstein touched off a national reckoning.” The Times adds the “low prosecution rate” in Manhattan and
the Bronx “partly reflects the inherent challenges of prosecuting sexual assault,” but “some” claim it “also reflects prosecutors’ unwillingness to tackle those challenges.”

Atlanta Mayor Proposes $70M Plan To Reduce Violent Crime

The AP  (7/16) reports, “Atlanta’s mayor is proposing a $70 million effort to reduce violent crime in the city, including hiring 250 more police officers, working to alter violent behavior and tracking repeat offenders
to make sure they’re convicted.” Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms on Friday “also proposed installing 10,000 more streetlights, cracking down on illegal after-hours clubs, and adding 250 license plate reader
cameras. The Atlanta City Council would have to approve the spending.” Bottoms “said those are the recommendations of her Anti-Violence Advisory Council. The mayor had announced some of the plans
previously in March. Bottoms wants the effort to be coordinated by a new office of violence reduction in the mayor’s office. She said the crime prevention office would coordinate efforts across multiple
departments.”

Yakima, Washington Police To Renew Focus On Data-Driven Policing

The Yakima (WA) Herald-Republic  (7/18, Foster) reports, “The Yakima City Council agreed to invest in 15 automatic license plate recognition cameras and hire two new crime analysts earlier this month, as the
Yakima Police Department shifts toward a data-driven approach to eliminate violent crime and gang violence. ‘Communication is the biggest issue,’ Capt. Shawn Boyle said the July 6 City Council meeting. ‘(An
analyst) is going to be the link to communicate from the detective division to the administration to the officers and we’ll see a lot better flow of information between all the departments in the organization.’ Ten of
the cameras will be permanently placed at entry points to the city of Yakima and five will be used in high-crime areas. The exact locations will be determined by the analysts.” The department “will use data
analysis to provide direction for determining things like what time should officers’ shifts start, where policing district boundaries should go for police cars or how many cars should be staffed on different days of
the week, said Chief Matt Murray.”

Drug Investigation Leads To Charges For 22 People

Insauga (CAN)  (7/16, Pereira) reported that 22 people are “facing serious charges” in connection with a Canada drug trafficking investigation. The investigation was conducted by several law enforcement
organizations based in that country and the DEA.

Security, Crime, and Drugs

Arizona Man Charged With Threatening Governor, Secretary Of State

KTVK-TV  Phoenix (7/16, Palacios Perez) reports, “A Phoenix man on the FBI’s Terrorist Watchlist was arrested on Wednesday after he threatened Arizona Governor Doug Ducey and Secretary of State Katie
Hobbs.” KTVK-TV adds, “According to court documents, on July 1, 26-year-old Laquint Cherry posted on Twitter under an alias account a statement threatening the lives of Ducey and Hobbs. His message read
in part: ‘Doug Ducey, Katie Hobbs wanna join Jesus in heaven?’ Cherry also included hashtags, tagging ISIS and the Islamic State. In the post, Cherry included a photo of himself holding a loaded gun with an
extended magazine in his left hand, documents state. The social media company flagged the post, but investigators had to track down the person behind the alias account.”

Three Men Arrested Near All-Star Game Face Federal Gun Charges

The AP  (7/16, Slevin) reports from Denver, “Three men arrested with more than a dozen weapons and hundreds of rounds of ammunition at a Denver hotel near the site of Major League Baseball’s All-Star
Game have been charged with federal firearms crimes, the U.S. Attorney’s Office said Friday.” The AP adds, “The number of weapons found May 9 near the event and a request by one of the men for a room
with a balcony raised concerns among police of a possible mass shooting but the FBI soon said it had no reason to believe the arrests were connected to terrorism or that there was a threat to the game. Federal
prosecutors reiterated that in announcing that Richard Platt, Ricardo Rodriguez and Gabriel Rodriguez had each been charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm. Each has multiple previous felony
convictions, according to court documents. Gabriel Rodriguez is also charged with possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine.”

Nationals Park Reopens After Nearby Shooting

The Washington Post  (7/18) reports hours after “a burst of gunshots outside Nationals Park” on Saturday disrupted the game between the San Diego Padres and Washington Nationals, “unaware, in that
moment, that the incident took place on South Capitol Street and there wasn’t an active shooter situation in the stadium.” the teams “returned Sunday morning to play a baseball game. Fans showed up, too, in
small pockets around a park that fits more than 41,000.” To the Post, “It was normal except that, in the lead-up to first pitch at 1:08 p.m. for the resumption of a contest that stopped amid nearby gunfire in the
sixth inning, all people discussed was their version of the previous night.”

       Meanwhile, the Wall Street Journal  (7/18, Day, Subscription Publication) says that the shooting outside the ballpark and a separate one that left a six-year-old girl dead this weekend have highlighted the
increase in gun crime in DC and in other US cities.

Arizona Sex Crime Operation Nets 40 Arrests

Fox News  (7/16, Aitken) reports, “Arizona authorities arrested 40 men in connection to child sex crimes as part of an inter-agency operation called ‘Behind the Mask,’ officials said Tuesday.” The men, “ranging
between 20 and 64 years old, were arrested on suspicion of charges that included luring a minor for sexual exploitation, aggravated luring a minor for sexual exploitation, child sex trafficking and attempted sexual
conduct with a minor. The operation was the result of a partnership involving the Tempe Police Department, Homeland Security, the FBI and the Attorney General’s office, as well as Phoenix, Messa and
Scottsdale police. ‘Throughout the operational period, undercover detectives placed ads on websites commonly sought out by suspects seeking illegal sex acts,’ police told Fox 10 Phoenix. ‘The suspects
reportedly solicited and/or brokered deals for various sex acts and were subsequently arrested.’”

New York City Deputies Seize 43 Vehicles For Fake Paper License Plates

The New York Post  (7/16, Martinka, Marino, Woods) reports, “Deputy sheriffs seized 43 vehicles with bogus paper license plates on Brooklyn streets during an overnight crackdown on Friday, officials said. The
operation began at midnight and ran through 6 a.m. – spanning the 69th, 63rd and 67th Precincts, which include neighborhoods such as Canarsie, Flatbush and Mill Basin.” Deputies “used license plate reader
technology to identify some of the offending vehicles, according to NYC Sheriff Joseph Fucito. The sheriffs will probe who really owns the cars, Fucito said. ‘Once we discover the true owner, then the true owner
will get noticed,’ he exclusively told The Post during the operation. ‘And then the true owner will have to come in and show that their vehicle is properly registered.’ The NYC sheriff’s operation ‘CON-Temporary’
seized almost 50 vehicles with fake paper plates in a few hours, most coming from the Canarsie area.”

More Than 93,000 People In US Died From A Drug Overdose Last Year

In online coverage, CNN  (7/17, Braner) reported, “More than 93,000 people died from a drug overdose last year” in the US, “according to provisional data” that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) recently released.

Friday's Lead Stories

 • White House Convenes US Mayors To Discuss Crime-Fighting Strategies

• Two California Men Charged With Plotting To Attack Sacramento Democratic Headquarters

• Prosecutors Seek To Dismiss Charges Against Protester Identified By Facial Recognition Software
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FBI To Consider Upgrading Criminal Background Checks To Prevent Sale Of Guns To Underage, Out-Of-State

CNN  (7/16, Carrega) reports, “The FBI has agreed to consider modifying its criminal background check system after the Justice Department’s inspector general found the system did not cross check the buyer’s
age with legal requirements of their home state, according to a report released on Thursday.” CNN adds, “Under federal law, customers are not allowed to buy firearms, specifically a rifle or a shotgun, in a
jurisdiction that is different from the address listed on their identification unless the customer’s age is legal in both the state of sale and where the person lives, according to the report. The findings stem from an
Office of Inspector General’s audit that was launched, in part, after Colorado lawmakers asked the agency to probe the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS), which is used by licensed
federal firearms sellers and other retailers, after an 18-year-old purchased a shotgun in Colorado even though she was a resident in Florida, which prohibits the sale of firearms to anyone under 21.”

Some Law Enforcement Criticize Laws To Make Pre-Trial Releases Less Difficult

The Wall Street Journal  (7/16, Subscription Publication) says a number of states have approved laws to make it less difficult for accused offenders to be released prior to their trials. The Journal adds that
Chicago is the most recent municipality in which law enforcement have criticized laws of this nature for playing a part in violent crime.

NYTimes Analysis  NYC Statistics Indicate City Still Struggling To Prosecute Rape Cases

In a more than 3,000-word article, the New York Times  (7/18, Ransom) reports that while the “Me Too” movement “led to heightened awareness of the prevalence of sexual assault, an increase in reports to
police, and a new hope that people accused would be more frequently held accountable,” New York City statistics “and the accounts of women who say they were attacked suggest that little has changed about
the way the criminal justice system grapples with rape accusations.” According to the Times, “Most New York City prosecutors’ offices rejected a greater percentage of sex crime cases in 2019, the last year for
which reliable data is available, than they did roughly a decade earlier, before the case against Harvey Weinstein touched off a national reckoning.” The Times adds the “low prosecution rate” in Manhattan and
the Bronx “partly reflects the inherent challenges of prosecuting sexual assault,” but “some” claim it “also reflects prosecutors’ unwillingness to tackle those challenges.”

Atlanta Mayor Proposes $70M Plan To Reduce Violent Crime

The AP  (7/16) reports, “Atlanta’s mayor is proposing a $70 million effort to reduce violent crime in the city, including hiring 250 more police officers, working to alter violent behavior and tracking repeat offenders
to make sure they’re convicted.” Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms on Friday “also proposed installing 10,000 more streetlights, cracking down on illegal after-hours clubs, and adding 250 license plate reader
cameras. The Atlanta City Council would have to approve the spending.” Bottoms “said those are the recommendations of her Anti-Violence Advisory Council. The mayor had announced some of the plans
previously in March. Bottoms wants the effort to be coordinated by a new office of violence reduction in the mayor’s office. She said the crime prevention office would coordinate efforts across multiple
departments.”
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Yakima Police Department shifts toward a data-driven approach to eliminate violent crime and gang violence. ‘Communication is the biggest issue,’ Capt. Shawn Boyle said the July 6 City Council meeting. ‘(An
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the cameras will be permanently placed at entry points to the city of Yakima and five will be used in high-crime areas. The exact locations will be determined by the analysts.” The department “will use data
analysis to provide direction for determining things like what time should officers’ shifts start, where policing district boundaries should go for police cars or how many cars should be staffed on different days of
the week, said Chief Matt Murray.”

Drug Investigation Leads To Charges For 22 People

Insauga (CAN)  (7/16, Pereira) reported that 22 people are “facing serious charges” in connection with a Canada drug trafficking investigation. The investigation was conducted by several law enforcement
organizations based in that country and the DEA.
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with a balcony raised concerns among police of a possible mass shooting but the FBI soon said it had no reason to believe the arrests were connected to terrorism or that there was a threat to the game. Federal
prosecutors reiterated that in announcing that Richard Platt, Ricardo Rodriguez and Gabriel Rodriguez had each been charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm. Each has multiple previous felony
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Nationals Park Reopens After Nearby Shooting

The Washington Post  (7/18) reports hours after “a burst of gunshots outside Nationals Park” on Saturday disrupted the game between the San Diego Padres and Washington Nationals, “unaware, in that
moment, that the incident took place on South Capitol Street and there wasn’t an active shooter situation in the stadium.” the teams “returned Sunday morning to play a baseball game. Fans showed up, too, in
small pockets around a park that fits more than 41,000.” To the Post, “It was normal except that, in the lead-up to first pitch at 1:08 p.m. for the resumption of a contest that stopped amid nearby gunfire in the
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       Meanwhile, the Wall Street Journal  (7/18, Day, Subscription Publication) says that the shooting outside the ballpark and a separate one that left a six-year-old girl dead this weekend have highlighted the
increase in gun crime in DC and in other US cities.
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federal firearms sellers and other retailers, after an 18-year-old purchased a shotgun in Colorado even though she was a resident in Florida, which prohibits the sale of firearms to anyone under 21.”

Some Law Enforcement Criticize Laws To Make Pre-Trial Releases Less Difficult

The Wall Street Journal  (7/16, Subscription Publication) says a number of states have approved laws to make it less difficult for accused offenders to be released prior to their trials. The Journal adds that
Chicago is the most recent municipality in which law enforcement have criticized laws of this nature for playing a part in violent crime.

NYTimes Analysis  NYC Statistics Indicate City Still Struggling To Prosecute Rape Cases

In a more than 3,000-word article, the New York Times  (7/18, Ransom) reports that while the “Me Too” movement “led to heightened awareness of the prevalence of sexual assault, an increase in reports to
police, and a new hope that people accused would be more frequently held accountable,” New York City statistics “and the accounts of women who say they were attacked suggest that little has changed about
the way the criminal justice system grapples with rape accusations.” According to the Times, “Most New York City prosecutors’ offices rejected a greater percentage of sex crime cases in 2019, the last year for
which reliable data is available, than they did roughly a decade earlier, before the case against Harvey Weinstein touched off a national reckoning.” The Times adds the “low prosecution rate” in Manhattan and
the Bronx “partly reflects the inherent challenges of prosecuting sexual assault,” but “some” claim it “also reflects prosecutors’ unwillingness to tackle those challenges.”

Atlanta Mayor Proposes $70M Plan To Reduce Violent Crime

The AP  (7/16) reports, “Atlanta’s mayor is proposing a $70 million effort to reduce violent crime in the city, including hiring 250 more police officers, working to alter violent behavior and tracking repeat offenders
to make sure they’re convicted.” Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms on Friday “also proposed installing 10,000 more streetlights, cracking down on illegal after-hours clubs, and adding 250 license plate reader
cameras. The Atlanta City Council would have to approve the spending.” Bottoms “said those are the recommendations of her Anti-Violence Advisory Council. The mayor had announced some of the plans
previously in March. Bottoms wants the effort to be coordinated by a new office of violence reduction in the mayor’s office. She said the crime prevention office would coordinate efforts across multiple
departments.”

Yakima, Washington Police To Renew Focus On Data-Driven Policing

The Yakima (WA) Herald-Republic  (7/18, Foster) reports, “The Yakima City Council agreed to invest in 15 automatic license plate recognition cameras and hire two new crime analysts earlier this month, as the
Yakima Police Department shifts toward a data-driven approach to eliminate violent crime and gang violence. ‘Communication is the biggest issue,’ Capt. Shawn Boyle said the July 6 City Council meeting. ‘(An
analyst) is going to be the link to communicate from the detective division to the administration to the officers and we’ll see a lot better flow of information between all the departments in the organization.’ Ten of
the cameras will be permanently placed at entry points to the city of Yakima and five will be used in high-crime areas. The exact locations will be determined by the analysts.” The department “will use data
analysis to provide direction for determining things like what time should officers’ shifts start, where policing district boundaries should go for police cars or how many cars should be staffed on different days of
the week, said Chief Matt Murray.”

Drug Investigation Leads To Charges For 22 People

Insauga (CAN)  (7/16, Pereira) reported that 22 people are “facing serious charges” in connection with a Canada drug trafficking investigation. The investigation was conducted by several law enforcement
organizations based in that country and the DEA.

Security, Crime, and Drugs

Arizona Man Charged With Threatening Governor, Secretary Of State

KTVK-TV  Phoenix (7/16, Palacios Perez) reports, “A Phoenix man on the FBI’s Terrorist Watchlist was arrested on Wednesday after he threatened Arizona Governor Doug Ducey and Secretary of State Katie
Hobbs.” KTVK-TV adds, “According to court documents, on July 1, 26-year-old Laquint Cherry posted on Twitter under an alias account a statement threatening the lives of Ducey and Hobbs. His message read
in part: ‘Doug Ducey, Katie Hobbs wanna join Jesus in heaven?’ Cherry also included hashtags, tagging ISIS and the Islamic State. In the post, Cherry included a photo of himself holding a loaded gun with an
extended magazine in his left hand, documents state. The social media company flagged the post, but investigators had to track down the person behind the alias account.”

Three Men Arrested Near All-Star Game Face Federal Gun Charges

The AP  (7/16, Slevin) reports from Denver, “Three men arrested with more than a dozen weapons and hundreds of rounds of ammunition at a Denver hotel near the site of Major League Baseball’s All-Star
Game have been charged with federal firearms crimes, the U.S. Attorney’s Office said Friday.” The AP adds, “The number of weapons found May 9 near the event and a request by one of the men for a room
with a balcony raised concerns among police of a possible mass shooting but the FBI soon said it had no reason to believe the arrests were connected to terrorism or that there was a threat to the game. Federal
prosecutors reiterated that in announcing that Richard Platt, Ricardo Rodriguez and Gabriel Rodriguez had each been charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm. Each has multiple previous felony
convictions, according to court documents. Gabriel Rodriguez is also charged with possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine.”

Nationals Park Reopens After Nearby Shooting

The Washington Post  (7/18) reports hours after “a burst of gunshots outside Nationals Park” on Saturday disrupted the game between the San Diego Padres and Washington Nationals, “unaware, in that
moment, that the incident took place on South Capitol Street and there wasn’t an active shooter situation in the stadium.” the teams “returned Sunday morning to play a baseball game. Fans showed up, too, in
small pockets around a park that fits more than 41,000.” To the Post, “It was normal except that, in the lead-up to first pitch at 1:08 p.m. for the resumption of a contest that stopped amid nearby gunfire in the
sixth inning, all people discussed was their version of the previous night.”

       Meanwhile, the Wall Street Journal  (7/18, Day, Subscription Publication) says that the shooting outside the ballpark and a separate one that left a six-year-old girl dead this weekend have highlighted the
increase in gun crime in DC and in other US cities.

Arizona Sex Crime Operation Nets 40 Arrests

Fox News  (7/16, Aitken) reports, “Arizona authorities arrested 40 men in connection to child sex crimes as part of an inter-agency operation called ‘Behind the Mask,’ officials said Tuesday.” The men, “ranging
between 20 and 64 years old, were arrested on suspicion of charges that included luring a minor for sexual exploitation, aggravated luring a minor for sexual exploitation, child sex trafficking and attempted sexual
conduct with a minor. The operation was the result of a partnership involving the Tempe Police Department, Homeland Security, the FBI and the Attorney General’s office, as well as Phoenix, Messa and
Scottsdale police. ‘Throughout the operational period, undercover detectives placed ads on websites commonly sought out by suspects seeking illegal sex acts,’ police told Fox 10 Phoenix. ‘The suspects
reportedly solicited and/or brokered deals for various sex acts and were subsequently arrested.’”

New York City Deputies Seize 43 Vehicles For Fake Paper License Plates

The New York Post  (7/16, Martinka, Marino, Woods) reports, “Deputy sheriffs seized 43 vehicles with bogus paper license plates on Brooklyn streets during an overnight crackdown on Friday, officials said. The
operation began at midnight and ran through 6 a.m. – spanning the 69th, 63rd and 67th Precincts, which include neighborhoods such as Canarsie, Flatbush and Mill Basin.” Deputies “used license plate reader
technology to identify some of the offending vehicles, according to NYC Sheriff Joseph Fucito. The sheriffs will probe who really owns the cars, Fucito said. ‘Once we discover the true owner, then the true owner
will get noticed,’ he exclusively told The Post during the operation. ‘And then the true owner will have to come in and show that their vehicle is properly registered.’ The NYC sheriff’s operation ‘CON-Temporary’
seized almost 50 vehicles with fake paper plates in a few hours, most coming from the Canarsie area.”

More Than 93,000 People In US Died From A Drug Overdose Last Year

In online coverage, CNN  (7/17, Braner) reported, “More than 93,000 people died from a drug overdose last year” in the US, “according to provisional data” that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) recently released.

Friday's Lead Stories

 • White House Convenes US Mayors To Discuss Crime-Fighting Strategies

• Two California Men Charged With Plotting To Attack Sacramento Democratic Headquarters

• Prosecutors Seek To Dismiss Charges Against Protester Identified By Facial Recognition Software
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From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-09 10:44

Subject:      LPR contact information

Attachments:   image003.png

Send me the LPR contact information please.

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334
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Hi Chief Seraphin

 

I have been meeting with several departments in your area over last couple months about License plate readers

and several cities in your area are seeing a ton of success identifying stolen vehicles and stopping the offenders

before they commit crimes.

 

Long story short - we make LPR Cameras that are:

 

- Solar and Cell powered (stationary - put them anywhere) 

- Smart (they scan the entire vehicle using AI getting make/model/color/plate/temp plate/no plate... ext.)

- Affordable ($2,500 all-in)

 

I included a case study of a department around your size who saw a 70% drop in crime after utilizing Flock for 1

year.

 

Are you available early next week for a quick call to learn more as well as tell you a bit about what Flock is doing

for other departments? 

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 





 

Regards,

 

--

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/
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From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Heldman, Cassandra" <heldmacl@urbanailli

              nois.us>

Date:         2021-08-11 12:22

Subject:      RE: New Voice Message from Police Services - AUSTIN       TX (512)   774-6077 on 08/11/2021 10:43 A

              M

She was hard to hear for sure.

 

From:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Wednesday, August 11, 2021 11:12 AM

To:  Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Re: New Voice Message from Police Services - AUSTIN TX (512) 774-6077 on 08/11/2021

10:43 AM

 

■Yeah, I got there too, but I had to use the Google machine...it was not abundantly clear....all the

initial IR talk from her got me thinking it was about cameras or LPRs or ???

From:  Surles, Richard

Sent:  Wednesday, August 11, 2021 11:01 AM

To:  Seraphin, Bryant; Heldman, Cassandra

Subject:  RE: New Voice Message from Police Services - AUSTIN TX (512) 774-6077 on 08/11/2021

10:43 AM

 

She is selling patches.  The patches are PVC.  They have infrared (IR) qualities.

 

From:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Wednesday, August 11, 2021 10:56 AM

To:  Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman, Cassandra

<heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  FW: New Voice Message from Police Services - AUSTIN TX (512) 774-6077 on

08/11/2021 10:43 AM

 

Please listen to this message and tell me what she is selling, as a matter of first impression…

 

From:  RingCentral <notify@ringcentral.com>

Sent:  Wednesday, August 11, 2021 10:44 AM

To:  Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  New Voice Message from Police Services - AUSTIN TX (512) 774-6077 on 08/11/2021

10:43 AM







From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-11 12:23

Subject:      RE: BJA Funding Continuation for Law Enforcement Equipment

ok

 

From: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 12:23 PM

To: Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: RE: BJA Funding Continuation for Law Enforcement Equipment

 

 

From: Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 12:22 PM

To: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: FW: BJA Funding Continuation for Law Enforcement Equipment

 

I feel that 

 

From: Lauss, Charles <celauss@urbanaillinois.us >

Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 11:31 AM

To: Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: FW: BJA Funding Continuation for Law Enforcement Equipment
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Opinion: Why the next
generation of cops need a
criminal justice degree

By Janay Gasparini, Ph.D. 

Forging partnerships with faculty
members at local colleges and
universities can have a direct impact
on the quality of officer candidates in
your region

Why you should stop
listening to the critics and
go earn your college
degree

By Marcus Rinaldi 

A college education plays an
important role in developing the
interpersonal skills and critical thinking
required as a law enforcement officer

SPONSORED CONTENT
Does your department have
a rugged, reliable and
versatile drone?
A drone company known for its unique
coaxial technology shares how it's
changing the game for drone
operations in public safety.

FEATURED RESOURCES

How to buy jail
management
software
Get the guide

FEATURED EDUCATION

Online M.S. in LE
Leadership
Start your master’s
degree this year.
Top-ranked program,
100% online.
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From:  Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu>
Sent:  Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:55 AM
To:  Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>; Deborah Frank Feinen
<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>
Cc:  joanwalls@champaignil.gov <joanwalls@champaignil.gov>; Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>
Subject:  License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety

 

[EXTERNAL]

 

Good afternoon, I would like to invite the three of you to a meeting if you can make it on Friday at 1:30 pm at UIPD.

 

The University is purchasing 5 LPR’s for the campus. Rantoul PD has over 30 cameras, Champaign is looking at buying 20-25 cameras, and Urbana is

thinking about it. This is just another way/tool to use in our fight against gun violence.

 

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety is going to do a 45 min demo to our legal department. We will have three people. But knowing that Champaign and Urbana

are looking at the LPR’s, I wanted to invite you over since we have a small crowd no law enforcement in this meeting to get an understanding of what the

LPR’s can do for your communities.

 

We will meet in the second floor training room.

 

I hope you can join us. Barb

 

BARBARA ROBBINS | #284

ASSISTANT POLICE CHIEF OF ADMINISTRATION

University of Illinois Police Department

1110 W Springfield | M/C 240

Urbana, IL 61801

217.300.1496 | barobbin@illinois.edu

police.illinois.edu

              

Under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act any written communication to or from university employees regarding university business is a public record and may be

subject to public disclosure. 

 





From:  Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>

Sent:  Tuesday, August 17, 2021 12:32 PM

To:  Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu>

Cc:  Matthew Henson <matthew.henson@champaignil.gov>; Deborah Frank Feinen

<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us; Matt Roeschley

<Matthew.Roeschley@champaignil.gov>; Joan Walls <joan.walls@champaignil.gov>

Subject:  Re: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety

 

Barb - Thank you very much for the offer to meet.  Unfortunately, both Mayor Feinen and I are

unavailable on Friday.  

 

Our City is also exploring various technologies including LPRs, with our Police Department taking the

lead.  We typically do not include our elected officials during the initial stages of the purchasing

process since our Mayor and City Council will likely have to take action in an open meeting if we

enter into a contract for service or make a technology purchase.  We also discourage meetings with

individual vendors outside of the purchasing process so as not to "taint" the process or give the

impression that our procurement process is not fair and compliant with state and local ordinances -

you will note that I have removed the Flock representative from my response to your email for this

reason.  

 

The City of Champaign is open to collaborating with our partner agencies across the County,

including UIPD and the City of Urbana, as we consider these technologies.  I would respectfully

request that you work through CPD leadership in the future for setting up any conversations with staff

about this.  I have copied Interim Chief Matt Henson on this email reply so he is aware of your offer

to jointly explore this.  

 

Thank you again for reaching out - we absolutely have to move forward as one community in our

fight against gun violence and greatly appreciate UIPD's partnership in keeping our community

safe.  

 

Dorothy Ann David, City Manager

City of Champaign

telephone: (217) 403-8710   



email: dorothy.david@champaignil.gov 

 

Notice:  With limited exceptions, all email sent/received by this account is subject to public disclosure under the State of Illinois Freedom of

Information Act.  

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

 

From:  Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu>

Sent:  Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:55 AM

To:  Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>; Deborah Frank Feinen

<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:  joanwalls@champaignil.gov <joanwalls@champaignil.gov>; Dan Murdock

<dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Subject:  License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety

 

[EXTERNAL]

 

Good afternoon, I would like to invite the three of you to a meeting if you can make it on

Friday at 1:30 pm at UIPD.

 

The University is purchasing 5 LPR’s for the campus. Rantoul PD has over 30 cameras,

Champaign is looking at buying 20-25 cameras, and Urbana is thinking about it. This is just

another way/tool to use in our fight against gun violence.

 

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety is going to do a 45 min demo to our legal department. We will

have three people. But knowing that Champaign and Urbana are looking at the LPR’s, I

wanted to invite you over since we have a small crowd no law enforcement in this meeting to

get an understanding of what the LPR’s can do for your communities.

 

We will meet in the second floor training room.

 







copied Interim Chief Matt Henson on this email reply so he is aware of your offer to jointly explore this. 

 

Thank you again for reaching out - we absolutely have to move forward as one community in our fight against gun violence and greatly appreciate UIPD's 

partnership in keeping our community safe. 

 

Dorothy Ann David, City Manager 

City of Champaign 

telephone: (217) 403-8710 

email: dorothy.david@champaignil.gov<mailto:dorothy.david@champaignil.gov> 

 

Notice:  With limited exceptions, all email sent/received by this account is subject to public disclosure under the State of Illinois Freedom of Information Act. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

 

________________________________ 

From: Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu<mailto:barobbin@illinois.edu>> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:55 AM 

To: Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov<mailto:Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>>; Deborah Frank Feinen 

<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov<mailto:deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us> 

<dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>> 

Cc: joanwalls@champaignil.gov<mailto:joanwalls@champaignil.gov> <joanwalls@champaignil.gov<mailto:joanwalls@champaignil.gov>>; Dan Murdock 

<dan.murdock@flocksafety.com<mailto:dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>> 

Subject: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety 

 

 

[EXTERNAL] 

 

 

 

Good afternoon, I would like to invite the three of you to a meeting if you can make it on Friday at 1:30 pm at UIPD. 

 

 

 

The University is purchasing 5 LPR’s for the campus. Rantoul PD has over 30 cameras, Champaign is looking at buying 20-25 cameras, and Urbana is 

thinking about it. This is just another way/tool to use in our fight against gun violence. 

 

 

 

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety is going to do a 45 min demo to our legal department. We will have three people. But knowing that Champaign and Urbana 

are looking at the LPR’s, I wanted to invite you over since we have a small crowd no law enforcement in this meeting to get an understanding of what the 

LPR’s can do for your communities. 

 

 

 

We will meet in the second floor training room. 

 

 

 

I hope you can join us. Barb 

 

 

 

BARBARA ROBBINS | #284 

ASSISTANT POLICE CHIEF OF ADMINISTRATION 

 

University of Illinois Police Department 

1110 W Springfield | M/C 240 

Urbana, IL 61801 

217.300.1496 | barobbin@illinois.edu<mailto:barobbin@illinois.edu> 

police.illinois.edu<http://police.illinois.edu/> 

 

[facebook]<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/facebook.com/uipolice__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxiaq3MVk$> 

    [twitter] 

<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/twitter.com/uipd__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxt-ujfbw$> 

    [instagram] 

<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/instagram.com/uipolice__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxABY3_O8$> 

 

[https://webtools.illinois.edu/webservices/js/ds/signature_logog_165.png]<http://illinois.edu/> 

 

Under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act any written communication to or from university employees regarding university business is a public record



and may be subject to public disclosure. 

 





 

Notice:  With limited exceptions, all email sent/received by this account is subject to public disclosure under the State of Illinois Freedom
of Information Act.  

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

 

From:  Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu>
Sent:  Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:55 AM
To:  Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>; Deborah Frank Feinen
<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>
Cc:  joanwalls@champaignil.gov <joanwalls@champaignil.gov>; Dan Murdock
<dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>
Subject:  License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety
 

[EXTERNAL]

 

Good afternoon, I would like to invite the three of you to a meeting if you can make it on Friday at 1:30 pm at UIPD.

 

The University is purchasing 5 LPR’s for the campus. Rantoul PD has over 30 cameras, Champaign is looking at buying 20-25 cameras, and Urbana

is thinking about it. This is just another way/tool to use in our fight against gun violence.

 

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety is going to do a 45 min demo to our legal department. We will have three people. But knowing that Champaign and

Urbana are looking at the LPR’s, I wanted to invite you over since we have a small crowd no law enforcement in this meeting to get an

understanding of what the LPR’s can do for your communities.

 

We will meet in the second floor training room.

 

I hope you can join us. Barb

 

BARBARA ROBBINS | #284

ASSISTANT POLICE CHIEF OF ADMINISTRATION

University of Illinois Police Department

1110 W Springfield | M/C 240

Urbana, IL 61801

217.300.1496 | barobbin@illinois.edu

police.illinois.edu

              

Under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act any written communication to or from university employees regarding university business is a public record and

may be subject to public disclosure. 

 



From:         "Darlene A. Kloeppel" <dkloeppel@co.champaign.il.us>

To:           "dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Darlene A. Kloeppel" <dkloeppel@co.champaign.il.us>

Date:         2021-08-19 11:36

Subject:      RE: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety

*** Email From An External Source *** 

 

Diane, 

Thanks for this info.  The Sheriff evidently has already seen a demo and is interested. 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Marlin, Diane <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:37 PM 

To: Darlene A. Kloeppel <dkloeppel@co.champaign.il.us> 

Subject: Fwd: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety 

 

CAUTION: External email, be careful when opening. 

 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

 

From: "Robbins, Barbara A" <barobbin@illinois.edu> 

Date: August 17, 2021 at 1:08:16 PM CDT 

To: Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov> 

Cc: Matthew Henson <matthew.henson@champaignil.gov>, Deborah Frank Feinen <deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>, "Marlin, Diane" 

<dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>, Matt Roeschley <Matthew.Roeschley@champaignil.gov>, Joan Walls <joan.walls@champaignil.gov> 

Subject: RE: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety 

 

■ 

*** Email From An External Source *** 

No problem, I understand. Barb 

 

From: Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 12:32 PM 

To: Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu> 

Cc: Matthew Henson <matthew.henson@champaignil.gov>; Deborah Frank Feinen <deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us; Matt Roeschley 

<Matthew.Roeschley@champaignil.gov>; Joan Walls <joan.walls@champaignil.gov> 

Subject: Re: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety 

 

Barb - Thank you very much for the offer to meet.  Unfortunately, both Mayor Feinen and I are unavailable on Friday. 

 

Our City is also exploring various technologies including LPRs, with our Police Department taking the lead.  We typically do not include our elected officials during 

the initial stages of the purchasing process since our Mayor and City Council will likely have to take action in an open meeting if we enter into a contract for 

service or make a technology purchase.  We also discourage meetings with individual vendors outside of the purchasing process so as not to "taint" the process 

or give the impression that our procurement process is not fair and compliant with state and local ordinances - you will note that I have removed the Flock 

representative from my response to your email for this reason. 

 

The City of Champaign is open to collaborating with our partner agencies across the County, including UIPD and the City of Urbana, as we consider these 

technologies.  I would respectfully request that you work through CPD leadership in the future for setting up any conversations with staff about this.  I have copied 

Interim Chief Matt Henson on this email reply so he is aware of your offer to jointly explore this. 

 

Thank you again for reaching out - we absolutely have to move forward as one community in our fight against gun violence and greatly appreciate UIPD's 

partnership in keeping our community safe. 

 

Dorothy Ann David, City Manager 

City of Champaign 

telephone: (217) 403-8710 

email: dorothy.david@champaignil.gov<mailto:dorothy.david@champaignil.gov> 

 

Notice:  With limited exceptions, all email sent/received by this account is subject to public disclosure under the State of Illinois Freedom of Information Act. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

 

________________________________ 

From: Robbins, Barbara A <barobbin@illinois.edu<mailto:barobbin@illinois.edu>> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:55 AM 

To: Dorothy Ann David <Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov<mailto:Dorothy.David@champaignil.gov>>; Deborah Frank Feinen 

<deb.feinen@champaignil.gov<mailto:deb.feinen@champaignil.gov>>; dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>



<dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>> 

Cc: joanwalls@champaignil.gov<mailto:joanwalls@champaignil.gov> <joanwalls@champaignil.gov<mailto:joanwalls@champaignil.gov>>; Dan Murdock

<dan.murdock@flocksafety.com<mailto:dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>> 

Subject: License Plate Readers (LPR) by Flock Safety 

 

 

[EXTERNAL] 

 

 

 

Good afternoon, I would like to invite the three of you to a meeting if you can make it on Friday at 1:30 pm at UIPD. 

 

 

 

The University is purchasing 5 LPR’s for the campus. Rantoul PD has over 30 cameras, Champaign is looking at buying 20-25 cameras, and Urbana is thinking

about it. This is just another way/tool to use in our fight against gun violence. 

 

 

 

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety is going to do a 45 min demo to our legal department. We will have three people. But knowing that Champaign and Urbana are

looking at the LPR’s, I wanted to invite you over since we have a small crowd no law enforcement in this meeting to get an understanding of what the LPR’s can

do for your communities. 

 

 

 

We will meet in the second floor training room. 

 

 

 

I hope you can join us. Barb 

 

 

 

BARBARA ROBBINS | #284 

ASSISTANT POLICE CHIEF OF ADMINISTRATION 

 

University of Illinois Police Department 

1110 W Springfield | M/C 240 

Urbana, IL 61801 

217.300.1496 | barobbin@illinois.edu<mailto:barobbin@illinois.edu> 

police.illinois.edu<http://police.illinois.edu/> 

 

[facebook]<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/facebook.com/uipolice__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxiaq3MVk$>    [t

<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/twitter.com/uipd__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxt-ujfbw$>    

[instagram]

<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/instagram.com/uipolice__;!!DZ3fjg!rLIFYrLnc2P9Ewu6iwOwQd3H__YiLErHaot_7nuyY7OKMyAFiw8a2UlVJiTxABY3_O8$> 

 

[https://webtools.illinois.edu/webservices/js/ds/signature_logog_165.png]<http://illinois.edu/> 

 

Under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act any written communication to or from university employees regarding university business is a public record and may

be subject to public disclosure. 

 

 















On Aug 10, 2021, at 3:21 PM, Brickman Levy, Kathryn <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Good afternoon DC Bouse –

 

Do you have time Friday at 11am to take a call with our DC Surles and City Administrator Carol

Mitten concerning LPRs. If so, would a ZOOM meeting work for you?

 

Thanks for considering.

 

Kate Levy

EA to the Mayor and City Administrator

Deputy Local Liquor Commissioner

 

Executive Department |City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana IL 61801

217.384.2456

 

 

 



From: NO REPLY-Safe Fleet <sfle-noreply@safefleet.net>

To: seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-25 10:08

Subject: Safe Fleet At IACP 2021, New Orleans, Sept. 11-14, Booth #2839



*** Email From An External Source ***

Presenting Safe Fleet's solutions at the upcoming IACP 2021, New Orleans, September

11-14. 

Please visit the Safe Fleet booth #2839 to learn more about:

• Next-gen, In-Car Video Systems with Integrated, Affordable, and AI-powered ALPR

• Rugged Body Cameras with over 14 hours of operating battery life

• Safe Fleet® NEXUS™, our Secure, Scalable, and Reliable Cloud-based Evidence

Solutions





From: NO REPLY-Safe Fleet <sfle-noreply@safefleet.net>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-25 10:09

Subject: Safe Fleet At IACP 2021, New Orleans, Sept. 11-14, Booth #2839



*** Email From An External Source ***

Presenting Safe Fleet's solutions at the upcoming IACP 2021, New Orleans, September

11-14. 

Please visit the Safe Fleet booth #2839 to learn more about:

• Next-gen, In-Car Video Systems with Integrated, Affordable, and AI-powered ALPR

• Rugged Body Cameras with over 14 hours of operating battery life

• Safe Fleet® NEXUS™, our Secure, Scalable, and Reliable Cloud-based Evidence

Solutions





From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>

Date:         2021-08-25 10:19

Subject:      ALPR resources

Attachments:   RAND_RR467.pdf  IACP_ALPR_Policy_Operational_Guidance.pdf

https://www.theiacp.org/projects/automated-license-plate-recognition

 

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           Justin Bouse <JBouse@village.rantoul.il.us>

Date:         2021-08-25 10:21

Subject:      Questions

Attachments:   image003.png

■■■■■■■■■ Did you and how did you incorporate ALPR hits into MDC operations? 

■■■■■■■■■ What sort of programs were installed on the MDC? 

■■■■■■■■■ Did you have any troubles getting it loaded? 

■■■■■■■■■ Does it work?

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "'dan.murdock@flocksafety.com'" <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-08-25 10:28

Subject:      ALPR information

Attachments:   image003.png

Mr. Murdock,

 

I have been tasked with gathering more information about your product.  What would be the easiest way
to learn more?  Many thanks in advance.

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 







Mr. Murdock,

 

I have been tasked with gathering more information about your product.  What would be the

easiest way to learn more?  Many thanks in advance.

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 

--

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/





https://www.flocksafety.com/ 

--

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/









From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "dan.murdock@flocksafety.com" <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-08-26 04:49

Subject:      Accepted: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety  @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am -   9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@

              urbanaillinois.us)





[cid:17b7e3caa14692e331] 

 

 

 

-- 

Dan Murdock 

Phone: 312-415-3858 

[https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-L7Fzs3lOoDSjCXFk f-60smDnxOju5SZW7JuRbY9kCxpGhRLku7HXWdzLbIe1EnF901LaB5p86gErX1fKN7sED-qWTl2OQ SLvcx

https://www.flocksafety.com/ 

--

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/















From:         "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "dan.murdock@flocksafety.com" <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>

Date:         2021-08-26 08:42

Subject:      Re: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety  @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am -   9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@urbana

              illinois.us)

I’ll join you. 

 

> On Aug 26, 2021, at 8:28 AM, dan.murdock@flocksafety.com wrote: 

> 

> ■I am meeting with the sales rep on Monday.  If you would l ke to join me, we are meeting via Zoom at 9 am. 

> 

> -----Original Appointment----- 

> From: dan.murdock@flocksafety.com <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com> 

> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2021 4:49 AM 

> To: dan.murdock@flocksafety.com; Surles, Richard 

> Subject: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am - 9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us) 

> When: Monday, August 30, 2021 9:00 AM-9:45 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada). 

> Where: https://us02web.zoom.us/j  

> 

> *** Email From An External Source *** 

> You have been invited to the following event. 

> Urbana & Flock Safety 

> When 

> 

> Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am – 9:45am Central Time - Chicago 

> 

> Where 

> 

> https://us02web.zoom.us/j  

(map<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj% sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2B9IIpUi1thtXrs_zkeC1T>

> 

> Calendar 

> 

> surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> 

> 

> Who 

> 

> • 

> 

> dan.murdock@flocksafety.com<mailto:dan.murdock@flocksafety.com> - organizer 

> 

> • 

> 

> Richard Surles 

> 

> 

> more details 

»<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&tok=M

 

> Deputy Chief, 

> 

> Thank you for finding the time to learn a little bit more about Flock.  I look forward to showing you how Rantoul and Decatur are using the system to identify and 

arrest shooting suspects & how you can link your cameras with those across Central Illinois & beyond.  If you have any questions please let me know.  Otherwise 

I look forward to speaking to you then. 

> 

> Join Zoom Meeting 

> 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/ https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj% sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=A

 

> 

> Meeting ID:  

> One tap mobile 

> +13126266799,  US (Chicago) 

> 

> Dial by your location



>        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 

> 

> Meeting ID:  

> Find your local number:

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcjkr6nDO7<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fu%2Fkcjkr6nDO7&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=A

> 

> 

> Going (surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>)?

Yes<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM

-

Maybe<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudX

-

No<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&

more options

»<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&tok=M

> 

> 

> Invitation from Google Calendar<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/> 

> 

> You are receiving this courtesy email at the account surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> because you are an attendee of this event. 

> 

> To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at https://calendar.google.com/calendar/

and control your notification settings for your entire calendar. 

> 

> Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own

invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding>. 

> 

> 



From: Flock Safety <support@flocksafety.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-26 09:36

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Transform any image into an investigative lead



*** Email From An External Source ***

Upload images directly into Flock Safety from Ring Doorbells,
CCTV, mobile photos, and more.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <support@flocksafety.com>

To: bainmj@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-26 09:36

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Transform any image into an investigative lead



*** Email From An External Source ***

Upload images directly into Flock Safety from Ring Doorbells,
CCTV, mobile photos, and more.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <support@flocksafety.com>

To: smysordg@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-26 09:36

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Transform any image into an investigative lead



*** Email From An External Source ***

Upload images directly into Flock Safety from Ring Doorbells,
CCTV, mobile photos, and more.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <support@flocksafety.com>

To: seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-26 09:36

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Transform any image into an investigative lead



*** Email From An External Source ***

Upload images directly into Flock Safety from Ring Doorbells,
CCTV, mobile photos, and more.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>; "Alfonso, Elizabeth \(Betsy\)" <Alfonsel@urban

              aillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 09:39

Subject:      LEADS/NCIC data

Attachments:   image003.png

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on policy issues related to
LPRs.   

 

The draft policy says:

 

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 





From:         "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; "dan.murdock@flocksafety.com" <dan.murdock@f

              locksafety.com>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 10:12

Subject:      RE: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety  @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am -   9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@urbana

              illinois.us)

Me too. 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Marlin, Diane <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us> 

Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2021 8:42 AM 

To: dan.murdock@flocksafety.com 

Cc: Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us> 

Subject: Re: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am - 9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us) 

 

I’ll join you. 

 

> On Aug 26, 2021, at 8:28 AM, dan.murdock@flocksafety.com wrote: 

> 

> ■I am meeting with the sales rep on Monday.  If you would l ke to join me, we are meeting via Zoom at 9 am. 

> 

> -----Original Appointment----- 

> From: dan.murdock@flocksafety.com <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com> 

> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2021 4:49 AM 

> To: dan.murdock@flocksafety.com; Surles, Richard 

> Subject: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety @ Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am - 9:45am (CDT) (surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us) 

> When: Monday, August 30, 2021 9:00 AM-9:45 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada). 

> Where: https://us02web.zoom.us/j  

> 

> *** Email From An External Source *** 

> You have been invited to the following event. 

> Urbana & Flock Safety 

> When 

> 

> Mon Aug 30, 2021 9am – 9:45am Central Time - Chicago 

> 

> Where 

> 

> https://us02web.zoom.us/j  

(map<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj% sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2B9IIpUi1thtXrs_zkeC1T>

> 

> Calendar 

> 

> surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> 

> 

> Who 

> 

> • 

> 

> dan.murdock@flocksafety.com<mailto:dan.murdock@flocksafety.com> - organizer 

> 

> • 

> 

> Richard Surles 

> 

> 

> more details 

»<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&tok=M

 

> Deputy Chief, 

> 

> Thank you for finding the time to learn a little bit more about Flock.  I look forward to showing you how Rantoul and Decatur are using the system to identify and 

arrest shooting suspects & how you can link your cameras with those across Central Illinois & beyond.  If you have any questions please let me know.  Otherwise 

I look forward to speaking to you then. 

> 

> Join Zoom Meeting



>

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/ https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj% sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=A

> 

> Meeting ID:  

> One tap mobile 

> +13126266799,  US (Chicago) 

> 

> Dial by your location 

>        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 

> 

> Meeting ID:  

> Find your local number:

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcjkr6nDO7<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fu%2Fkcjkr6nDO7&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=A

> 

> 

> Going (surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>)?

Yes<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM

-

Maybe<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudX

-

No<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=RESPOND&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&

more options

»<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=MTlzcnJqcGJkMjM2Nm9oN24xZmh2am1oazggc3VybGVzcmhAdXJiYW5haWxsaW5vaXMudXM&tok=M

> 

> 

> Invitation from Google Calendar<https://calendar.google.com/calendar/> 

> 

> You are receiving this courtesy email at the account surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us<mailto:surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> because you are an attendee of this event. 

> 

> To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at https://calendar.google.com/calendar/

and control your notification settings for your entire calendar. 

> 

> Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own

invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding>. 

> 

> 



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "'dan.murdock@flocksafety.com'" <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-08-26 11:23

Subject:      Accepted: FW: Invitation: Urbana & Flock Safety  @ Mon Aug 30, 2021   9am - 9:45am (CDT) (surle

              srh@urbanaillinois.us)

 



From:         "Alfonso, Elizabeth \(Betsy\)" <alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 14:33

Subject:      Re: LEADS/NCIC data

Attachments:   image003.png

I believe we do. For sure there is a section about LEADS. I can check the new records application tonight to confirm. I don’t have access to it from home. 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 9:39 AM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on policy issues related to
LPRs.   

 

The draft policy says:

 

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

<image003.png>

      

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Alfonso, Elizabeth \(Betsy\)" <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 14:34

Subject:      Re: LEADS/NCIC data

On Aug 26, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

I believe we do. For sure there is a section about LEADS. I can check the new records application tonight to

confirm. I don’t have access to it from home. 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 9:39 AM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on policy issues
related to LPRs.  

  

 

The draft policy says:

 

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

<image003.png>

      



 

<image003.png>



From:         "Alfonso, Elizabeth \(Betsy\)" <alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 14:36

Subject:      Re: LEADS/NCIC data

I agree. I’ll double check and let you know.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 2:34 PM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■ 

On Aug 26, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

I believe we do. For sure there is a section about LEADS. I can check the new records application tonight

to confirm. I don’t have access to it from home. 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 9:39 AM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on policy
issues related to LPRs.  

  

 

The draft policy says:

 

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334



<image003.png>
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From:         "Alfonso, Elizabeth \(Betsy\)" <alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-08-26 23:25

Subject:      RE: LEADS/NCIC data

Attachments:   image003.png

This is the only thing on LEADS records we have.

 

 



From: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2021 2:35 PM
To: Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>
Cc: Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>
Subject: Re: LEADS/NCIC data

 

On Aug 26, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

 

I believe we do. For sure there is a section about LEADS. I can check the new records application tonight
to confirm. I don’t have access to it from home. 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 9:39 AM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on policy issues related to LPRs.  

  

 

The draft policy says:

 

“All ALPR data downloaded to the server should be stored for the minimum period established by

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334
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From: Axon <donotreply@axon.com>

To: seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-27 13:09

Subject: Join Axon and Flock for a can’t-miss ALPR launch event



*** Email From An External Source ***

Axon will be joining Flock Safety’s quarterly product launch on Wednesday, September 1,

2021 at 1 PM EST / 10 AM PST to discuss our disruptively affordable mobile and �xed

ALPR partnership. Here’s what you can expect at the event:

• Unveiling of an advanced evidence delivery package, including solutions for drug

tra�cking, motor vehicle theft and drive-by shooting investigations

• A live conversation with Axon’s Director of Fleet Products, Blake Bullock, on fully-

integrated �xed and mobile ALPR solutions for scalable, city-wide coverage with

the new Fleet 3 in-car camera solution

• Inaugural #Solved Awards - nominate a fellow o�cer here, and we will announce

the winners (and prizes) during the event

• Flock Safety’s biggest announcement to date - don’t miss it!

SAVE YOUR SPOT

See you there



Axon Enterprise, Inc.   |  17800 N. 85th St.  |  Scottsdale, AZ 85255-6311, USA

Your privacy is important to us. You are receiving this email either because you are a customer

of Axon or because you have opted in to receive communications from us. If you prefer not to

receive updates, you can unsubscribe here. The ‘Delta Axon’ logo, Axon Citizen and Axon are

trademarks of Axon Enterprise, Inc., some of which are registered in the US and other countries.

All Rights Reserved. © 2021 Axon Enterprise, Inc.

Privacy Policy

Contact Us

Unsubscribe



From: Flock Safety <noreply@flocksafety.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-28 10:07

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Use Flock to identify accomplice vehicles



*** Email From An External Source ***

Identify accomplice vehicles by entering a single plate number. Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <noreply@flocksafety.com>

To: bainmj@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-28 10:07

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Use Flock to identify accomplice vehicles



*** Email From An External Source ***

Identify accomplice vehicles by entering a single plate number. Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <noreply@flocksafety.com>

To: seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-28 10:07

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Use Flock to identify accomplice vehicles



*** Email From An External Source ***

Identify accomplice vehicles by entering a single plate number. Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210





From: Flock Safety <noreply@flocksafety.com>

To: smysordg@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-08-28 10:07

Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Use Flock to identify accomplice vehicles



*** Email From An External Source ***

Identify accomplice vehicles by entering a single plate number. Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

SAVE
 YOUR SPOT

Wednesday,
 September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, 

allowing you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210







 

From:  Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Thursday, August 26, 2021 2:35 PM

To:  Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:  Bain, Matthew <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Re: LEADS/NCIC data

 



On Aug 26, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Alfonso, Elizabeth (Betsy) <Alfonsel@urbanaillinois.us>

wrote:

 

I believe we do. For sure there is a section about LEADS. I can check the new records application

tonight to confirm. I don’t have access to it from home. 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 26, 2021, at 9:39 AM, Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

■

Does UPD have a retention period for LEADS/NCIC data?  I am working on

policy issues related to LPRs.  

  

 

The draft policy says:

 

 



 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334
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Regards,

 

 

 

Regards,

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/

 

 

 

 

 





Regards,

 

 

 

Regards,

 

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/
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Policing and Policy

Texas Set To Become Largest US State To Enact “Constitutional Carry” Gun
Law

The Houston Chronicle  (8/30, Harris) reports, “Texas will soon become largest state so far to enact a
‘constitutional carry’ gun law,” but “Michael Sierra-Arévalo, an assistant professor at the University of
Texas at Austin who has studied gun policy, said the most pertinent change in the law may be the
elimination of the training mandate.” The Chronicle adds, “When Texas’ so-called ‘constitutional carry’
law takes effect this week, experts don’t expect to see an immediate increase in gun violence – but
some suggest that crimes involving firearms may slowly creep up as more people carry them in public.”
The law, “which takes effect Wednesday, will allow most Texans 21 and over to carry handguns, either
openly or concealed, in public spaces without a license.” According to the Chronicle, “Twenty other
states have adopted some form of permitless carry – Texas is by far the largest – but research on the
impact of such laws is limited, and the findings are mixed.”

Officials: President Considering Clemency For Some Drug Offenders In Home
Confinement

The New York Times  (8/30, Kanno-Youngs, Savage) reports, “President Biden is considering using his
clemency powers to commute the sentences of certain federal drug offenders released to home
confinement during the pandemic rather than forcing them to return to prison after the pandemic
emergency ends, according to officials” who are “familiar with internal deliberations” that have been
held in connection with this matter. Interviews “with officials in both the executive branch and
Congress, most of whom spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss sensitive deliberations,
suggest there is broad support for letting nonviolent inmates who have obeyed the rules stay at home.”

Ohio Ballot Board Approves Proposed Recreational Marijuana Legalization
Statute

The AP  (8/30) reports, “The Ohio Ballot Board...voted Monday to approve” a proposed recreational
marijuana legalization statute. The approval allows the Coalition to Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol,
which proposed the statute, to “start gathering the nearly 133,000 valid signatures needed to submit
the proposed state law to the Ohio Legislature.” If enough signatures are collected and the Ohio
Legislature does not act on the coalition’s proposal within four months time, “the measure would be
placed on the Ohio ballot.”

Law Enforcement Coordinates Crime Prevention Operation At Colorado State
Fair

KRDO-TV  Colorado Springs, CO (8/30) reports from Pueblo, Colorado, “Members of the Pueblo
Police Department and agents from the FBI Denver Division conducted an operation to prevent crime
near the Colorado State Fairgrounds, resulting in several arrests.” KRDO-TV adds, “Over the weekend
of August 28-29, law enforcement conducted traffic stops and field contacts in that area. The operation
resulted in: Four individuals were arrested on firearm-related charges: Two men and one juvenile male.
Police say the three are known gang members, one was out on bond at the time of his arrest. One
woman, a convicted felon who had two additional warrants for her arrest, was also in possession of
Methamphetamine. One man taken into custody after Methamphetamine was discovered in his
posession during a traffic stop. Four handguns were recovered.”











Policing and Policy

Texas Set To Become Largest US State To Enact “Constitutional Carry” Gun
Law

The Houston Chronicle  (8/30, Harris) reports, “Texas will soon become largest state so far to enact a
‘constitutional carry’ gun law,” but “Michael Sierra-Arévalo, an assistant professor at the University of
Texas at Austin who has studied gun policy, said the most pertinent change in the law may be the
elimination of the training mandate.” The Chronicle adds, “When Texas’ so-called ‘constitutional carry’
law takes effect this week, experts don’t expect to see an immediate increase in gun violence – but
some suggest that crimes involving firearms may slowly creep up as more people carry them in public.”
The law, “which takes effect Wednesday, will allow most Texans 21 and over to carry handguns, either
openly or concealed, in public spaces without a license.” According to the Chronicle, “Twenty other
states have adopted some form of permitless carry – Texas is by far the largest – but research on the
impact of such laws is limited, and the findings are mixed.”

Officials: President Considering Clemency For Some Drug Offenders In Home
Confinement

The New York Times  (8/30, Kanno-Youngs, Savage) reports, “President Biden is considering using his
clemency powers to commute the sentences of certain federal drug offenders released to home
confinement during the pandemic rather than forcing them to return to prison after the pandemic
emergency ends, according to officials” who are “familiar with internal deliberations” that have been
held in connection with this matter. Interviews “with officials in both the executive branch and
Congress, most of whom spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss sensitive deliberations,
suggest there is broad support for letting nonviolent inmates who have obeyed the rules stay at home.”

Ohio Ballot Board Approves Proposed Recreational Marijuana Legalization
Statute

The AP  (8/30) reports, “The Ohio Ballot Board...voted Monday to approve” a proposed recreational
marijuana legalization statute. The approval allows the Coalition to Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol,
which proposed the statute, to “start gathering the nearly 133,000 valid signatures needed to submit
the proposed state law to the Ohio Legislature.” If enough signatures are collected and the Ohio
Legislature does not act on the coalition’s proposal within four months time, “the measure would be
placed on the Ohio ballot.”
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Subject: Let’s Connect at IACP
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SEPTEMBER 11-14

Ernest N. Morial Convention Center

New Orleans, Louisiana

theIACPconference.org

Visit us at IACP 2021 @ Booth #3427
to have an in-depth discussion on hot topics that include:

• Flexible Pricing Options to help with budget pressures, including

subscription/conventional/hybrid pricing models, legacy upgrade program, and access to

grant assistance partners.

• Gold Standard Evidence Accuracy through excellent low-light image read performance,

AI-powered ALPR cameras, high-accuracy of vehicle license plate capture and hot list

management.

• Fully-configurable Data retention, sharing, auditing and reporting to comply with local

and state statutes, maintain data integrity over time, provide multi-agency interoperability

and control for data sharing  and absolutely no third-party selling  merging or sharing of



updates.

www.neology.net connect with us

If you do not wish to receive future Police1 Product Alerts, please unsubscribe .
To change your email address, update your profile . © 2021: Police1.com. All Rights Reserved.

2611 Internet Blvd., Ste. 100, Frisco, TX 75034
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Subject: [*** SPAM ***] [Webinar] Link multiple cases to one vehicle in a single search
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Introducing a new way to clear multiple related cases without a
suspect vehicle

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

ATTEND
 THE WEBINAR

Tomorrow,
September 1, 2021, Flock Safety is releasing brand new Search tools, allowing 

you to unlock
more

 investigative leads than ever before.

Join our webinar to learn how to combat drug trafficking, MV theft, gun 
violence, and more.

Copyright © 2021, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

Flock Safety

170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,

UNIT 210
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From: Surles, Richard

Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2021 10:52 AM

To: Hendrian, Melissa

Subject: RE: First Map

 

 

From: Hendrian, Melissa <hendrimb@urbanaillinois.us >

Sent: Monday, August 30, 2021 4:44 PM

To: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: First Map

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Melissa Bechtel Hendrian
Crime Analyst

 

Police Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

217.328.8255

 

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-01 15:56

Subject:      

Meeting is regarding heat maps for crime data for Flock Safety.  

Sent from my iPhone



From: Maureen Mulvaney <maureen.mulvaney@flocksafety.com>

To: bainmj@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-09-02 17:19

Subject: What you missed

*** Email From An External Source ***

Matt,

Yesterday, over 600 law enforcement agencies across the country joined us for our quarterly product launch event.

Together, we celebrated our first-ever #Solved Award winners. We also released several new investigative tools for law
enforcement to scale ALPR evidence capture and build stronger cases with less:

• Advanced Search Package
◦ Transform any image (Ring doorbell, CCTV, mobile phone picture) into an investigative lead
◦ Don’t just apprehend one suspect, identify accomplice vehicles with a single search
◦ No suspect vehicle? No problem. Enter crime timeframes and locations, Flock will find the plate you’re looking for.

• MDT Hot List Application - Never miss a Hot List notification on the beat
• Axon’s Fleet 3 integration with Flock Safety & more

Does any of this sound interesting to you? Let’s connect. Hit “Reply” to this email, and we’ll get a demo on the calendar.

Talk soon,

Maureen Mulvaney
Director, Product Marketing
Flock Safety

Unsubscribe from email communications

Flock Safety
170 Howell Mill Rd NW ,
UNIT 210
Atlanta, GA 30318
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Does any of this sound interesting to you? Let’s connect. Hit “Reply” to this email, and we’ll get a demo on the calendar.

Talk soon,

Maureen Mulvaney
Director, Product Marketing
Flock Safety
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Valued Customer,
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From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           Rich McElwain <rich.mcelwain@flocksafety.com>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; 'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-09-03 13:38

Subject:      RE: Flock Safety - Info/Intro

Attachments:   LPR Data Shots Fired 2021.pdf  Doc1.docx  LPR Data 083121.pdf

Rich,

 

Attached are a series of heat maps.  Here is some context so you know what we are looking at.

 

1.    The heat map called LPR Data 08/31/21 contains data related to calls for service from 2018-Jan. of

2021.  We are struggling with calls for service data after Jan. 2021 because we went to a new CAD

program.  The calls for service that were searched include:

 

1)    Shots fired

2)    Armed Subject

3)    Robbery

4)    Shooting

5)    Home invasion

6)    Carjacking

 

We did exclude two hospitals from the data – Carle and OSF.

 

2.    The next heat map, word doc called “Doc 1”, contains a heat map of those same calls for service where

a report was taken.  As you can see, there are some concentrations

 



3.    The final heat map, LPR Data Shots Fired 2021, are from confirmed shooting events where we have

some evidence of a shooting (multiple reporting person, shell casings, damage to property, injury, etc.). 

Red dots are 100 blocks with at least 3 shootings in the same block.

 

When you are ready to talk about less quantifiable information related to neighborhoods, traffic patterns,

etc. just let me know.

 

We are not solid on the number of LPRs at this point.  We could go lower.  We could go higher.  We

would like to use 20 as an anchor to start the conversation however.

 

 

 

Rich Surles
Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana
400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801
Office: 217.384.2334

      

 

 

 

From:  Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Sent:  Monday, August 30, 2021 3:13 PM

To:  Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>; Rich McElwain <rich.mcelwain@flocksafety.com>

Subject:  Flock Safety - Info/Intro

 





Regards,

Regards,

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/









If you have any questions please let me know.

 

Regards,

Regards,

Dan Murdock

Phone: 312-415-3858

https://www.flocksafety.com/
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From: Motorola Solutions <info@namr.motorolasolutions.com>

To: surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-09-08 11:58

Subject: The All New M500 In-Car Video System



Breakthrough in In-Car Video Technology
View Online

Your 4RE has become the most trusted in-car system available, and now the new M500

in-car video system is the next step forward in in-car video technology.  Designed to be

much more than just a watchful eye, recording what it sees, the M500 is a brain, analyzing

your surroundings and alerting you in real time to threats and objectives.

SCAN. ANALYZE. REACT.
The M500 is a powerful video analytics engine, designed not just to capture video

evidence, but to keep you safer and more efficient in the moment.

License Plate Recognition

Know what’s out there before you step out of the vehicle.
Closely integrated with market-leading Vigilant LPR, the
M500 can read license plates from up to 40 feet away.

LEARN MORE

*** Email From An External Source ***

ANNOUNCING THE M500 IN-CAR
VIDEO SYSTEM
The Video Platform for the Future

LEARN MORE



a human is detected in the back seat.

LEARN MORE

Platform for the Future

With its multi-core neural-net video processor, high-
definition cameras and broadband connection, the M500
will evolve powerful new capabilities in the future.

LEARN MORE

RECEIVE FREE GRANT ASSISTANCE

Free grant assistance is available for your in-car video project.

REQUEST GRANT ASSISTANCE

Shop Online With Us > Follow Us:

Motorola Solutions values your privacy. See our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. You can manage your communication

preferences or unsubscribe at any time. You may also write to Motorola Solutions, Inc., Attention: Privacy Compliance Program,

500 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL USA 60661 or email privacy1@motorolasolutions.com.

MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola

Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license.All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021

Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Breakthrough in In-Car Video Technology
View Online

The new M500 In-Car video system is the next step forward in in-car video technology.
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SCAN. ANALYZE. REACT.
The M500 is a powerful video analytics engine, designed not just to capture video

evidence, but to keep you safer and more efficient in the moment.

License Plate Recognition

Know what’s out there before you step out of the vehicle.
Closely integrated with market-leading Vigilant LPR, the
M500 can read license plates from up to 40 feet away.

LEARN MORE

*** Email From An External Source ***

ANNOUNCING THE M500 IN-CAR
VIDEO SYSTEM
An In-Car Video Platform for the Future

LEARN MORE



LEARN MORE

Platform for the Future

With its multi-core neural-net video processor, high-
definition cameras and broadband connection, the M500
will evolve powerful new capabilities in the future.

LEARN MORE

RECEIVE FREE GRANT ASSISTANCE

Free grant assistance is available for your in-car video project.

REQUEST GRANT ASSISTANCE

Shop Online With Us > Follow Us:

Motorola Solutions values your privacy. See our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. You can manage your communication

preferences or unsubscribe at any time. You may also write to Motorola Solutions, Inc., Attention: Privacy Compliance Program,

500 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL USA 60661 or email privacy1@motorolasolutions.com.

MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola

Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license.All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021
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From: Motorola Solutions <info@namr.motorolasolutions.com>

To: seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-09-08 11:59

Subject: The All New M500 In-Car Video System



Breakthrough in In-Car Video Technology
View Online

The new M500 In-Car video system is the next step forward in in-car video technology.

Designed to be much more than just a watchful eye, recording what it sees, the M500 is a

brain, analyzing your surroundings and alerting you in real time to threats and objectives.

SCAN. ANALYZE. REACT.
The M500 is a powerful video analytics engine, designed not just to capture video

evidence, but to keep you safer and more efficient in the moment.

License Plate Recognition

Know what’s out there before you step out of the vehicle.
Closely integrated with market-leading Vigilant LPR, the
M500 can read license plates from up to 40 feet away.

LEARN MORE

*** Email From An External Source ***

ANNOUNCING THE M500 IN-CAR
VIDEO SYSTEM
An In-Car Video Platform for the Future

LEARN MORE



LEARN MORE

Platform for the Future

With its multi-core neural-net video processor, high-
definition cameras and broadband connection, the M500
will evolve powerful new capabilities in the future.

LEARN MORE

RECEIVE FREE GRANT ASSISTANCE

Free grant assistance is available for your in-car video project.

REQUEST GRANT ASSISTANCE

Shop Online With Us > Follow Us:

Motorola Solutions values your privacy. See our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. You can manage your communication

preferences or unsubscribe at any time. You may also write to Motorola Solutions, Inc., Attention: Privacy Compliance Program,

500 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL USA 60661 or email privacy1@motorolasolutions.com.

MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola

Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license.All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021

Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.



From: Motorola Solutions <info@namr.motorolasolutions.com>

To: kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us

Date: 2021-09-08 12:03

Subject: The All New M500 In-Car Video System



Breakthrough in In-Car Video Technology
View Online

The new M500 In-Car video system is the next step forward in in-car video technology.

Designed to be much more than just a watchful eye, recording what it sees, the M500 is a

brain, analyzing your surroundings and alerting you in real time to threats and objectives.

SCAN. ANALYZE. REACT.
The M500 is a powerful video analytics engine, designed not just to capture video

evidence, but to keep you safer and more efficient in the moment.

License Plate Recognition

Know what’s out there before you step out of the vehicle.
Closely integrated with market-leading Vigilant LPR, the
M500 can read license plates from up to 40 feet away.

LEARN MORE

*** Email From An External Source ***

ANNOUNCING THE M500 IN-CAR
VIDEO SYSTEM
An In-Car Video Platform for the Future

LEARN MORE



LEARN MORE

Platform for the Future

With its multi-core neural-net video processor, high-
definition cameras and broadband connection, the M500
will evolve powerful new capabilities in the future.

LEARN MORE

RECEIVE FREE GRANT ASSISTANCE

Free grant assistance is available for your in-car video project.

REQUEST GRANT ASSISTANCE

Shop Online With Us > Follow Us:

Motorola Solutions values your privacy. See our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. You can manage your communication

preferences or unsubscribe at any time. You may also write to Motorola Solutions, Inc., Attention: Privacy Compliance Program,

500 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL USA 60661 or email privacy1@motorolasolutions.com.

MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola

Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license.All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021

Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-08 18:50

Subject:      RE: September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingDRAFT

1.  LPR presentation for Monday, Sept. 20 – I need to confirm that Carol is ok with this and to confirm WHO is doing this.

2.  I am out Fri, Sept. 10 through Wed, Sept. 15.  Back in the game Sept. 16.

3.  Rich totally has all of this.  J

 

 

From:  Brickman Levy, Kathryn <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Tuesday, September 07, 2021 11:18 AM

To:  Boyd, Carla <cmboyd@urbanaillinois.us>; Brickman Levy, Kathryn <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>; Brooks, Michelle

<mebrooks@urbanaillinois.us>; !MunisUsers-Cassady, Dawn <dcassady@urbanafree.org>; Choate, Celeste (UrbanaFree.org) <cchoate@urbanafree.org>;

Clark, Phyllis <pdclark@urbanaillinois.us>; Clark, Shaennon <saclark@urbanaillinois.us>; Cowan, Tim <tacowan@urbanaillinois.us>; Dade, Kent 'Demond'

<kddade@urbanaillinois.us>; Dodd, Sheila <sedodd@urbanaillinois.us>; Garcia, Kevin <kjgarcia@urbanaillinois.us>; Gustafson, Vince

<vhgustafson@urbanaillinois.us>; Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman, Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; Hess, Sanford

<sfhess@urbanaillinois.us>; Koker, James 'Cory' <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>; Kolschowsky, William <wakolschowsky@urbanaillinois.us>; Lauss, Charles

<celauss@urbanaillinois.us>; Marlin, Diane <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; Pearson, Lorrie

<llpearson@urbanaillinois.us>; Sandefur, Darcy <desandefur@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Smysor, April

<alsmysor@urbanaillinois.us>; Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingDRAFT

 

Edits/Changes/Additions NLT 4pm on Monday.

 

Thank you.



From:         "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinoi

              s.us>

Cc:           "McNaught, Tim" <mcnaugtd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 09:07

Subject:      LPR funding mechanism

Attachments:   image001.png

Tim located and viewed this webinar yesterday.  The Feds apparently have 150K grants available for small agencies for equipment, including LPR’s.  Just a thought, in

case we are still interested. 

 

Webinars (nw3c.org)

 

 

 

 Lt. Dave Smysor
Criminal Investigations Division
Police Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

Office: 217.384.2330

      

 



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 09:07

Subject:      Automatic reply: LPR funding mechanism

I am currently out of the office.  I expect to return on Thursday, September 16, 2021.  Please contact the
Urbana Police Department at 217-384-2320 for more immediate assistance.

Bryant Seraphin
Chief of Police
Urbana Police Department
400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, Illinois  61801



From:         "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 10:46

Subject:      RE: September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingDRAFT

Attachments:   image001.jpg

Added.

Thanks.

 

Kate Levy
EA to the Mayor and City Administrator

Deputy Local Liquor Commissioner

 

Executive Department |City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana IL 61801

217.384.2456

 

 

From: Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 6:51 PM

To: Brickman Levy, Kathryn <k brickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: RE: September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingDRAFT

 

1.  LPR presentation for Monday, Sept. 20 – I need to confirm that Carol is ok with this and to confirm WHO is doing this.

2.  I am out Fri, Sept. 10 through Wed, Sept. 15.  Back in the game Sept. 16.

3.  Rich totally has all of this.  J

 

 

From: Brickman Levy, Kathryn <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us >

Sent: Tuesday, September 07, 2021 11:18 AM

To: Boyd, Carla <cmboyd@urbanaillinois.us>; Brickman Levy, Kathryn <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>; Brooks, Michelle

<mebrooks@urbanaillinois.us>; !MunisUsers-Cassady, Dawn <dcassady@urbanafree.org>; Choate, Celeste (UrbanaFree.org)

<cchoate@urbanafree.org>; Clark, Phyllis <pdclark@urbanaillinois.us>; Clark, Shaennon <saclark@urbanaillinois.us>; Cowan, Tim

<tacowan@urbanaillinois.us>; Dade, Kent 'Demond' <kddade@urbanaillinois.us>; Dodd, Sheila <sedodd@urbanaillinois.us>; Garcia, Kevin

<kjgarcia@urbanaillinois.us>; Gustafson, Vince <vhgustafson@urbanaillinois.us>; Hannan, Elizabeth <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>; Heldman,

Cassandra <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; Hess, Sanford <sfhess@urbanaillinois.us>; Koker, James 'Cory' <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>;

Kolschowsky, William <wakolschowsky@urbanaillinois.us>; Lauss, Charles <celauss@urbanaillinois.us>; Marlin, Diane

<dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; Pearson, Lorrie <llpearson@urbanaillinois.us>; Sandefur, Darcy

<desandefur@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; Smysor, April <alsmysor@urbanaillinois.us>; Surles, Richard

<surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject: September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingDRAFT



 

Edits/Changes/Additions NLT 4pm on Monday.

 

Thank you.



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "McNaught, Tim" <mcnaugtd@urbanaillinois.

              us>

Date:         2021-09-09 11:04

Subject:      Re: LPR funding mechanism

On Sep 9, 2021, at 9:07 AM, Smysor, David <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

Tim located and viewed this webinar yesterday.  The Feds apparently have 150K grants available for

small agencies for equipment, including LPR’s.  Just a thought, in case we are still interested. 

 

Webinars (nw3c.org)

 

 

 

 Lt. Dave Smysor
Criminal Investigations Division 
Police Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

Office: 217.384.2330

<image001.png>



From:         "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 11:04

Subject:      Automatic reply: LPR funding mechanism

I am currently out of the office.  I expect to return on Thursday, September 16, 2021.  Please contact the
Urbana Police Department at 217-384-2320 for more immediate assistance.

Bryant Seraphin
Chief of Police
Urbana Police Department
400 S. Vine Street
Urbana, Illinois  61801



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 11:11

Subject:      Fwd: LPR funding mechanism

 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Rich Surles <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us >

Subject: Re: LPR funding mechanism

Date: September 9, 2021 at 11:04:18 AM CDT

To: "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>, "McNaught, Tim" <mcnaugtd@urbanaillinois.us>

On Sep 9, 2021, at 9:07 AM, Smysor, David <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us> wrote:

Tim located and viewed this webinar yesterday.  The Feds apparently have 150K grants available for

small agencies for equipment, including LPR’s.  Just a thought, in case we are still interested. 

 

Webinars (nw3c.org)

 

 

 

 Lt. Dave Smysor
Criminal Investigations Division 
Police Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

Office: 217.384.2330

<image001.png>



From:         klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 17:03

Subject:      LPR and Vehicle Discussion

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 17:18

Subject:      Accepted: LPR and Vehicle Discussion



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-09 17:18

Subject:      Accepted: LPR and Vehicle Discussion



From:         "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-10 11:02

Subject:      LPR

Attachments:   Urbana LPR (+cjm).pptx

 

 

Carol J. Mitten

City Administrator

Executive Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

217.384.2454

 





Policing and Policy

New York Police Intel Strategies Employed After 9/11 Now Used To Fight Everyday Crime

CNN  (9/11, Morales) reports, “In the aftermath of 9/11, New York City law enforcement officials developed a strategy designed to gain intelligence and develop
technology to prevent any more attacks. Twenty years and hundreds of millions of dollars later, those same strategies and technological advancements are used
to solve crimes.” According to CNN, “The NYPD has made significant technological changes since the destruction of the World Trade Center, adding more
cameras, installing license plate readers at points of entry as well as in police cars, and giving their officers smart phones that have access to records and
information, officials said. These advances, among others, were developed using federal funding. Since 2017, he NYPD has spent over $300 million each year on
intelligence and counterterrorism, according to the city’s independent budget office. The department’s anti-terror tools also are being used to solve more
run-of-the-mill crimes.”

Six Los Angeles Police Department Employees Sue City Over Vaccination Mandate

The Los Angeles Times  (9/12, Rector) reports that six Los Angeles Police Department employees “filed a federal lawsuit challenging the city’s mandate that all
L.A. employees be vaccinated against COVID-19.” The lawsuit, “filed Saturday in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, claims he mandate violates the employees’
constitu ional rights to privacy and due process, and asks the court to provide immediate and permanent relief from the requirement.” The LAPD employees “suing
include individuals ‘who could not assert a medical or religious exemption’ to the vaccine requirement, as well as individuals who have ‘experienced and recovered
from COVID-19’ and have natural antibodies to fight the virus, the complaint states.”

New York Governor Signs Law To Expand Pool Of First Responders

Newsday (NY)  (9/11) reports hat New York Gov. Kathy Hochul “signed into law three pieces of legislation on the anniversary of Sept. 11, 2001, all designed to
expand the pool of people considered first responders during the terrorist attacks and make it easier for them to apply for benefits online. She also proposed
legislation that would allow New York National Guard members to qualify as veterans under state law.” Newsday adds, “One of the new laws she signed expressly
defined the first responder category to include 911 operators, EMS dispatchers and others working in similar jobs as defined by local government regulations.
Another signed measure allows for first responders to apply for benefits online through their relevant retirement systems,” while “a third expands the definition of a
World Trade Center responder to include any person who is curren ly a member of a public retirement system, regardless of whether the employee was a
participant of the retirement system at that time of he attacks, subject to certain time limitations.”

California Lawmakers May End Arrests For Loitering For Prostitution

The AP  (9/11, Thompson) reports, “Police in California would no longer be able to arrest anyone for loitering with the intent to engage in prostitution under a bill
approved by state lawmakers on Friday amid debate over whether he move would help or harm sex trafficking victims,” but “Sen. Scott Wiener then used a
procedural move to withhold the bill from the governor’s consideration until next year.” The delay un il January “gives supporters ‘more ime to make the case
about why this civil rights bill is good policy that should be signed into law and why this discriminatory loitering crime goes against California values and needs to
be repealed,’ Wiener’s office said in a statement.” Wiener “argued that the crime too often depends on an officer’s perception and results in disproportionate
arrests of transgender, Black and Latino women.”

Security, Crime, and Drugs

Florida Teens Arrested For Alleged Mass School Shooting Plot

The Wall Street Journal  (9/10, Calfas, Subscription Publication) reports Lee County, Florida officials have arrested two teens for allegedly plot ing a mass school
shooting. A sheriff’s department investigation revealed he two were devising a plan and studying the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

Fentanyl Has Come To The Mountain West, Driving Overdoses

KPCW-FM  reports, “Fatal drug overdoses are skyrocketing, driven by synthe ic opioids like fentanyl,” which “has made it to the Mountain West.” Steve Kotecki,
who is with the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Denver office, said, “Down in Mexico, it’s manufactured in a garage or a warehouse or something else down
there by he cartels, is manufactured and then smuggled up through the southwest border.” While “Mexican cartels like fentanyl because it’s cheap and powerful,”
it’s hard to mix in a way that’s safe; “the DEA says about a quarter of fentanyl pills they seized had enough of the substance to kill.”

Alleged Leaders Of Oregon Motorcycle Gang Arrested

The Walla Walla (WA) Union-Bulletin  (9/12, Maynes) reports hat, in “a massive law enforcement operation” that included the Drug Enforcement Administration,
on Thursday two Oregon, men, including a corrections officer in Walla Walla, “were arrested for allegedly being involved in violent crimes connected to a
nationwide biker gang.” Charles Montgomery and Dustin Wendelin, , who worked at the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla Walla, are “alleged to be local
leaders of an outlaw motorcycle gang called he Pagan’s 1%.”

       The Seattle Times  (9/10) reported the Walla Walla County Sheriff’s Office “collaborated on the investigation for several months with the Spalding County
Sheriff’s Office in Griffin, Georgia, as well as with federal law enforcement partners.”

Authorities Seize $81 Million Worth Of Drugs In Remote San Diego County

The Palm Springs (CA) Desert Sun  (9/12) reports the San Diego Sheriff’s Department announced that over $81 million worth of drugs “from a property in Warner
Springs early Friday. ... Authori ies suspect the drugs were destined for unlicensed Southern California marijuana dispensaries.”

       The San Diego Union-Tribune  (9/11) reports investigators “found hazardous materials that they said are used to process THC and which can contaminate
local ground water supply and streams.” The county’s hazmat team and Drug Enforcement Administration experts “were called to remove the hazardous
substances.”

Friday's Lead Stories

 • California Lawmakers Approve Rules On Breath-Restricting Police Holds

• Three-Month Operation Nets 158 Arrests In Alabama

• Police In Cincinnati Use Drone To Find Wanted Man On Rooftop







Policing and Policy

New York Police Intel Strategies Employed After 9/11 Now Used To Fight Everyday Crime

CNN  (9/11, Morales) reports, “In the aftermath of 9/11, New York City law enforcement officials developed a strategy designed to gain intelligence and develop
technology to prevent any more attacks. Twenty years and hundreds of millions of dollars later, those same strategies and technological advancements are used
to solve crimes.” According to CNN, “The NYPD has made significant technological changes since the destruction of the World Trade Center, adding more
cameras, installing license plate readers at points of entry as well as in police cars, and giving their officers smart phones that have access to records and
information, officials said. These advances, among others, were developed using federal funding. Since 2017, he NYPD has spent over $300 million each year on
intelligence and counterterrorism, according to the city’s independent budget office. The department’s anti-terror tools also are being used to solve more
run-of-the-mill crimes.”

Six Los Angeles Police Department Employees Sue City Over Vaccination Mandate

The Los Angeles Times  (9/12, Rector) reports that six Los Angeles Police Department employees “filed a federal lawsuit challenging the city’s mandate that all
L.A. employees be vaccinated against COVID-19.” The lawsuit, “filed Saturday in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, claims he mandate violates the employees’
constitu ional rights to privacy and due process, and asks the court to provide immediate and permanent relief from the requirement.” The LAPD employees “suing
include individuals ‘who could not assert a medical or religious exemption’ to the vaccine requirement, as well as individuals who have ‘experienced and recovered
from COVID-19’ and have natural antibodies to fight the virus, the complaint states.”

New York Governor Signs Law To Expand Pool Of First Responders

Newsday (NY)  (9/11) reports hat New York Gov. Kathy Hochul “signed into law three pieces of legislation on the anniversary of Sept. 11, 2001, all designed to
expand the pool of people considered first responders during the terrorist attacks and make it easier for them to apply for benefits online. She also proposed
legislation that would allow New York National Guard members to qualify as veterans under state law.” Newsday adds, “One of the new laws she signed expressly
defined the first responder category to include 911 operators, EMS dispatchers and others working in similar jobs as defined by local government regulations.
Another signed measure allows for first responders to apply for benefits online through their relevant retirement systems,” while “a third expands the definition of a
World Trade Center responder to include any person who is curren ly a member of a public retirement system, regardless of whether the employee was a
participant of the retirement system at that time of he attacks, subject to certain time limitations.”

California Lawmakers May End Arrests For Loitering For Prostitution

The AP  (9/11, Thompson) reports, “Police in California would no longer be able to arrest anyone for loitering with the intent to engage in prostitution under a bill
approved by state lawmakers on Friday amid debate over whether he move would help or harm sex trafficking victims,” but “Sen. Scott Wiener then used a
procedural move to withhold the bill from the governor’s consideration until next year.” The delay un il January “gives supporters ‘more ime to make the case
about why this civil rights bill is good policy that should be signed into law and why this discriminatory loitering crime goes against California values and needs to
be repealed,’ Wiener’s office said in a statement.” Wiener “argued that the crime too often depends on an officer’s perception and results in disproportionate
arrests of transgender, Black and Latino women.”

Security, Crime, and Drugs

Florida Teens Arrested For Alleged Mass School Shooting Plot

The Wall Street Journal  (9/10, Calfas, Subscription Publication) reports Lee County, Florida officials have arrested two teens for allegedly plot ing a mass school
shooting. A sheriff’s department investigation revealed he two were devising a plan and studying the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

Fentanyl Has Come To The Mountain West, Driving Overdoses

KPCW-FM  reports, “Fatal drug overdoses are skyrocketing, driven by synthe ic opioids like fentanyl,” which “has made it to the Mountain West.” Steve Kotecki,
who is with the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Denver office, said, “Down in Mexico, it’s manufactured in a garage or a warehouse or something else down
there by he cartels, is manufactured and then smuggled up through the southwest border.” While “Mexican cartels like fentanyl because it’s cheap and powerful,”
it’s hard to mix in a way that’s safe; “the DEA says about a quarter of fentanyl pills they seized had enough of the substance to kill.”

Alleged Leaders Of Oregon Motorcycle Gang Arrested

The Walla Walla (WA) Union-Bulletin  (9/12, Maynes) reports hat, in “a massive law enforcement operation” that included the Drug Enforcement Administration,
on Thursday two Oregon, men, including a corrections officer in Walla Walla, “were arrested for allegedly being involved in violent crimes connected to a
nationwide biker gang.” Charles Montgomery and Dustin Wendelin, , who worked at the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla Walla, are “alleged to be local
leaders of an outlaw motorcycle gang called he Pagan’s 1%.”

       The Seattle Times  (9/10) reported the Walla Walla County Sheriff’s Office “collaborated on the investigation for several months with the Spalding County
Sheriff’s Office in Griffin, Georgia, as well as with federal law enforcement partners.”

Authorities Seize $81 Million Worth Of Drugs In Remote San Diego County

The Palm Springs (CA) Desert Sun  (9/12) reports the San Diego Sheriff’s Department announced that over $81 million worth of drugs “from a property in Warner
Springs early Friday. ... Authori ies suspect the drugs were destined for unlicensed Southern California marijuana dispensaries.”

       The San Diego Union-Tribune  (9/11) reports investigators “found hazardous materials that they said are used to process THC and which can contaminate
local ground water supply and streams.” The county’s hazmat team and Drug Enforcement Administration experts “were called to remove the hazardous
substances.”

Friday's Lead Stories

 • California Lawmakers Approve Rules On Breath-Restricting Police Holds

• Three-Month Operation Nets 158 Arrests In Alabama

• Police In Cincinnati Use Drone To Find Wanted Man On Rooftop







Policing and Policy

New York Police Intel Strategies Employed After 9/11 Now Used To Fight Everyday Crime

CNN  (9/11, Morales) reports, “In the aftermath of 9/11, New York City law enforcement officials developed a strategy designed to gain intelligence and develop
technology to prevent any more attacks. Twenty years and hundreds of millions of dollars later, those same strategies and technological advancements are used
to solve crimes.” According to CNN, “The NYPD has made significant technological changes since the destruction of the World Trade Center, adding more
cameras, installing license plate readers at points of entry as well as in police cars, and giving their officers smart phones that have access to records and
information, officials said. These advances, among others, were developed using federal funding. Since 2017, he NYPD has spent over $300 million each year on
intelligence and counterterrorism, according to the city’s independent budget office. The department’s anti-terror tools also are being used to solve more
run-of-the-mill crimes.”

Six Los Angeles Police Department Employees Sue City Over Vaccination Mandate

The Los Angeles Times  (9/12, Rector) reports that six Los Angeles Police Department employees “filed a federal lawsuit challenging the city’s mandate that all
L.A. employees be vaccinated against COVID-19.” The lawsuit, “filed Saturday in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, claims he mandate violates the employees’
constitu ional rights to privacy and due process, and asks the court to provide immediate and permanent relief from the requirement.” The LAPD employees “suing
include individuals ‘who could not assert a medical or religious exemption’ to the vaccine requirement, as well as individuals who have ‘experienced and recovered
from COVID-19’ and have natural antibodies to fight the virus, the complaint states.”

New York Governor Signs Law To Expand Pool Of First Responders

Newsday (NY)  (9/11) reports hat New York Gov. Kathy Hochul “signed into law three pieces of legislation on the anniversary of Sept. 11, 2001, all designed to
expand the pool of people considered first responders during the terrorist attacks and make it easier for them to apply for benefits online. She also proposed
legislation that would allow New York National Guard members to qualify as veterans under state law.” Newsday adds, “One of the new laws she signed expressly
defined the first responder category to include 911 operators, EMS dispatchers and others working in similar jobs as defined by local government regulations.
Another signed measure allows for first responders to apply for benefits online through their relevant retirement systems,” while “a third expands the definition of a
World Trade Center responder to include any person who is curren ly a member of a public retirement system, regardless of whether the employee was a
participant of the retirement system at that time of he attacks, subject to certain time limitations.”

California Lawmakers May End Arrests For Loitering For Prostitution

The AP  (9/11, Thompson) reports, “Police in California would no longer be able to arrest anyone for loitering with the intent to engage in prostitution under a bill
approved by state lawmakers on Friday amid debate over whether he move would help or harm sex trafficking victims,” but “Sen. Scott Wiener then used a
procedural move to withhold the bill from the governor’s consideration until next year.” The delay un il January “gives supporters ‘more ime to make the case
about why this civil rights bill is good policy that should be signed into law and why this discriminatory loitering crime goes against California values and needs to
be repealed,’ Wiener’s office said in a statement.” Wiener “argued that the crime too often depends on an officer’s perception and results in disproportionate
arrests of transgender, Black and Latino women.”

Security, Crime, and Drugs

Florida Teens Arrested For Alleged Mass School Shooting Plot

The Wall Street Journal  (9/10, Calfas, Subscription Publication) reports Lee County, Florida officials have arrested two teens for allegedly plot ing a mass school
shooting. A sheriff’s department investigation revealed he two were devising a plan and studying the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

Fentanyl Has Come To The Mountain West, Driving Overdoses

KPCW-FM  reports, “Fatal drug overdoses are skyrocketing, driven by synthe ic opioids like fentanyl,” which “has made it to the Mountain West.” Steve Kotecki,
who is with the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Denver office, said, “Down in Mexico, it’s manufactured in a garage or a warehouse or something else down
there by he cartels, is manufactured and then smuggled up through the southwest border.” While “Mexican cartels like fentanyl because it’s cheap and powerful,”
it’s hard to mix in a way that’s safe; “the DEA says about a quarter of fentanyl pills they seized had enough of the substance to kill.”

Alleged Leaders Of Oregon Motorcycle Gang Arrested

The Walla Walla (WA) Union-Bulletin  (9/12, Maynes) reports hat, in “a massive law enforcement operation” that included the Drug Enforcement Administration,
on Thursday two Oregon, men, including a corrections officer in Walla Walla, “were arrested for allegedly being involved in violent crimes connected to a
nationwide biker gang.” Charles Montgomery and Dustin Wendelin, , who worked at the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla Walla, are “alleged to be local
leaders of an outlaw motorcycle gang called he Pagan’s 1%.”

       The Seattle Times  (9/10) reported the Walla Walla County Sheriff’s Office “collaborated on the investigation for several months with the Spalding County
Sheriff’s Office in Griffin, Georgia, as well as with federal law enforcement partners.”

Authorities Seize $81 Million Worth Of Drugs In Remote San Diego County

The Palm Springs (CA) Desert Sun  (9/12) reports the San Diego Sheriff’s Department announced that over $81 million worth of drugs “from a property in Warner
Springs early Friday. ... Authori ies suspect the drugs were destined for unlicensed Southern California marijuana dispensaries.”

       The San Diego Union-Tribune  (9/11) reports investigators “found hazardous materials that they said are used to process THC and which can contaminate
local ground water supply and streams.” The county’s hazmat team and Drug Enforcement Administration experts “were called to remove the hazardous
substances.”

Friday's Lead Stories

 • California Lawmakers Approve Rules On Breath-Restricting Police Holds

• Three-Month Operation Nets 158 Arrests In Alabama

• Police In Cincinnati Use Drone To Find Wanted Man On Rooftop





From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Norton, Jason" <nortonjd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Smysor, David" <smysordg@urbanaillinois.us&

              gt;; "Bain, Matthew" <bainmj@urbanaillinois.us>; "Koker, James 'Cory'" <kokerjc@urbanaillin

              ois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-13 13:06

Subject:      Ideas

 

So, throw me your ideas.  L ke I said, give me a bit of meat on the bones to explain.  Let’s try shoot for ideas by the end of business Thursday so I can compile

and deliver on Friday.

Rich



From:         "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Pearson, Lorrie" <llpearson@urbanaillinois.us>; "Hess, Sanford" <sfhess@urbanaillinois.us

              >; "Clark, Shaennon" <saclark@urbanaillinois.us>; "Cowan, Tim" <tacowan@urbanaillinois.u

              s>; "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>; "Dodd, Sheila" <sedodd@

              urbanaillinois.us>; "Hannan, Elizabeth" <eahannan@urbanaillinois.us>; "Gustafson, Vince" &l

              t;vhgustafson@urbanaillinois.us>; "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Heldman

              , Cassandra" <heldmacl@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>;

               "Brooks, Michelle" <mebrooks@urbanaillinois.us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Kolschowsky, William" <wakolschowsky@urbanaillinois.us>; "Smysor, April" <alsmysor

              @urbanaillinois.us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>; "Choate, Celeste \(Urb

              anaFree.org\)" <cchoate@urbanafree.org>; "Lauss, Charles" <celauss@urbanaillinois.us>; "

              Garcia, Kevin" <kjgarcia@urbanaillinois.us>; "!MunisUsers-Cassady, Dawn" <dcassady@urbanafr

              ee.org>; "Clark, Phyllis" <pdclark@urbanaillinois.us>; "Dade, Kent 'Demond'" <kddade@urb

              anaillinois.us>; "Sandefur, Darcy" <desandefur@urbanaillinois.us>; "Boyd, Carla" <cmboyd

              @urbanaillinois.us>; "Koker, James 'Cory'" <kokerjc@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-13 15:39

Subject:      September_14_2021_Agenda MeetingFINAL

Tuesday 10:30

ZOOM in body

AGENDA MEETING

September 14, 2021

 

1.      Opening Comments from CA

2.      Upcoming Awards/Recognitions/Proclamations

3.      Last Minute Changes to Next Scheduled Meeting

 

    Out of office:

Elizabeth Hannan: September 13 – 17; October 18 – 29

Chuck Lauss: September 13 – 17, 20 – 22; November 1 – 15, 24, 30; January 18 – 21; March 21 – 25,

2022; April 25 – 29, 2022;

Kate Levy: September 28 – October 4

Bryant Seraphin: September 10 – 15

 

    Future Agenda Items:



Snow Removal Ordinance

Stormwater Master Plan Condition Assessment Report

Public Events Ordinance

Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance/Manual of Practice

Richard Rosenthal Presentation

Chapter 3 Liquor Code Update

 

ZOOM INFORMATION:

 

Meeting ID: 

Passcode: 

One tap mobile

+13126266799

                                                        

September 15, 2021

ZBA

1.      Conditional Use Permit for a Home Daycare – 1506 Oglethorpe Avenue

 

         

September 20, 2021

COMMITTEE MEETING

1.      A Resolution Approving and Authorizing the Execution of a Community Partnership Agreement (Champaign

County Economic Development Corporation, FY 2021-2022) – CD



2.      A Resolution Approving and Authorizing the Execution of a Community Partnership Agreement (Visit

Champaign County 2021-2022) – CD 

3.      A Resolution Approving a CHDO Agreement with Habitat for Humanity – CD

4.      CD Staff Report on Affordable Housing/Year End CAPER Report – CD

5.      Presentation: License Plate Readers – Police

 

                                                                                                                  

September 23, 2021

PLAN COMMISSION

 

         

                                              September 27, 2021

COUNCIL MEETING

 

1.      CLOSED SESSION: Collective Bargaining

2.      Any items forwarded to Council by Committee

3.      Any items forwarded to Council by Plan Commission

4.      Presentation: Housing and Utility Assistance – RPC

5.      Appointments: HACC, Urbana Public Arts Commission

 

 

         

October 4, 2021



COMMITTEE MEETING

1.      A Resolution Authorizing the Execution of a Community Housing Development Organization Agreement

(Habitat for Humanity of Champaign County, FY 2021-2022) – CD

 

 

         

October 7, 2021

PLAN COMMISSION

 

         

                                              October 11, 2021

CUNNINGHAM TOWNSHIP BOARD

COUNCIL MEETING

 

         

October 18, 2021

COMMITTEE MEETING

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>

Date:         2021-09-14 13:40

Subject:      Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs).pptx

Attachments:   Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs).pptx

This is a DRAFT PowerPoint.  Carol and I have each taken a swipe at this.  I am in the midst of
confirming and freshening up some of the stats in the beginning with charts.  Don’t assume those
numbers are the gospel quite yet.  They are probably close, however.



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; Dave Wesner <dwesner@efbclaw.com>

Date:         2021-09-15 10:04

Subject:      Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs) draft 3.pptx

Attachments:   Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs) draft 3.pptx

This the latest draft.  Disregard the previous version.  



From:         "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           David Wesner <dwesner@efbclaw.com>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Bcc:          !Room - Executive Conference <EX-Room@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-15 10:16

Subject:      Discuss ALPR FOIA issues

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-15 10:16

Subject:      Accepted: Discuss ALPR FOIA issues



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-15 10:16

Subject:      Accepted: Discuss ALPR FOIA issues





From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-15 15:50

Subject:      Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs) draft 3.5.pptx

Attachments:   Urbana LPR (+cjm)(+rhs) draft 3.5.pptx

The numbers in this deck are accurate as of yesterday. 



From:         "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Brickman Levy, Kathryn" <klbrickmanlevy@urbanaillinois.us>

Date:         2021-09-17 08:31

Subject:      Council presentation

Attachments:   Urbana LPR --DWM.pptx

Lots of good info here!

  My edits are  attached, 

 

 

 

Diane Wolfe Marlin
Mayor and Local Liquor Control Commissioner

Executive Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

217-384-2456

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>; 'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksafet

              y.com>

Date:         2021-09-17 15:01

Subject:      Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

Attachments:   Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

 



From:         "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>; "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>; 'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksaf

              ety.com>

Date:         2021-09-17 16:00

Subject:      RE: Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

Attachments:   image002.jpg

This is an excellent powerpoint that provides a good overview for the council and the  public.

 

 

Diane Wolfe Marlin
Mayor and Local Liquor Control Commissioner

Executive Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

217-384-2456

 

From:  Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent:  Friday, September 17, 2021 3:01 PM

To:  Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; 'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>; Marlin,

Diane <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

 

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Marlin, Diane" <dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" 

              us>

Date:         2021-09-17 17:18

Subject:      ideas

Mayor, 

As you requested, we have gathered some ideas that might help UPD operations.  They are

presented in no particular order and with minimal, if any, rationale.  Most will stand on their own.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Let me know if you have any questions about this list. 

Rich Surles

Deputy Chief of Police

Police Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

Office: 217.384.2334



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Liggett, Jason" <jcliggett@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           "Seraphin, Bryant" <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; "Mitten, Carol" <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.

              us>

Date:         2021-09-20 16:50

Subject:      FW: Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

Attachments:   Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

Jason, here is the slide deck.  I will let Seraphin know the plan (which is that he will run the slide deck).

 

From:  Surles, Richard

Sent:  Friday, September 17, 2021 3:01 PM

To:  Mitten, Carol <cjmitten@urbanaillinois.us>; Seraphin, Bryant <seraphbd@urbanaillinois.us>; 'Dan Murdock' <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>; Marlin, Diane

<dwmarlin@urbanaillinois.us>

Subject:  Urbana LPR - FINAL.pptx

 

 



From:         "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Liggett, Jason" <jcliggett@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-09-20 18:42

Subject:      

Jason,

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety will be joining Bryant and Carol during the City Council meeting tonight during the presentation to help.  I left a sticky note on your

computer also saying the same thing.

Rich



From:         "Liggett, Jason" <jcliggett@urbanaillinois.us>

To:           "Surles, Richard" <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc:           Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Date:         2021-09-20 18:47

Subject:      RE: 

Got it.  Thanks!  I'll promote him to a panelist when he joins.

Jason Liggett  

UPTV Station Manager

Executive Department | City of Urbana

400 S Vine St | Urbana, Illinois 61801

217.384.2452

-----Original Message-----

From: Surles, Richard <surlesrh@urbanaillinois.us>

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 6:42 PM

To: Liggett, Jason <jcliggett@urbanaillinois.us>

Cc: Dan Murdock <dan.murdock@flocksafety.com>

Subject:

Jason,

Dan Murdock from Flock Safety will be joining Bryant and Carol during the City Council meeting tonight during the presentation to help.  I left a sticky note on your

computer also saying the same thing.

Rich








